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CHA.PTER 1
ll'l!RODUCTIOI':

STATEMENf OF .PROBLEM

According to most texts ot neuroanatomy and
physiology, the efferent va.cal ti-ere which supply the heart
arise from cell bodies located in the dorsal vagal nucleus
(DVN) in the medulla oblongata. This concept however, has
recently been questioned. Calaresu and associates (1965;
l965a and b) reported that discrete stimulation of DVli is often
not effective in producing cardiac inhibition. lurthermore,
electrical recording from this nucleus showed a relatively
small number of cells with discharge p:i.tterns similar to those
expected of vagal cardiac fibers, and study of degeneration in
vagal cardiac branches following DVN lesions showed only a
very small number of degenerating fibers. ~hey noted the
possibility that characteristic vagal cardiac effects might
be mediated by a relatively small number of fibers, but made
the alternative suggestion that DVB may indeed be secondary to
another, principal nucleus involved in vs.gal cardiac inhibition.
Gunn and associates (1965 and 1968) contended that in the oat
(but not in the dog) DVB is not at all related to vagal
cardiac fibers. ~heir proposal concurred with a report by
Kerr {1967) who cauterized DY.I in the cat and after an appropriate recovery period which would allow for degeneration,

l
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showed that stiaulation of the ipsilateral cervical vagus still
was capable of producing bradyoardia.
One baaia tor the general acceptance of the role of
DVN as the origin ot vagal cardiac fibers is the relative ease
with which vagal.ly mediated cardiac effects can be obtained by
electrical stiaulation of this area in the brain stem. However,
a cursory examination of the anatomy in the region of DVN will
show that nearby nuclei and trao'a (notably the nucleus and
traotus solitariu.a, N~S) might also account for reduo,ion in
heart rate, at least ultimately mediated by the Va&US• Calaresu and Pearoe {1965b) inferred that bradycardia evoked from
stimulation in the recien of DVB ia actually accomplished
through stimulation of B!S, and their atillulation studies led
Gunn and associates (1965 a11d 1968) to conclude that, in the
cat, the nucleus 8.Jllbi.CUUs (IA) is the origin of vagal cardiomotor fi8ers.
fhe studies described above, especially the discrete
stimulations by Calaresu's group (l965b), are quite provocative
and indeed seriously question the "textbook concepts" of the
role of .u·m. .Nevertheless, the evidence given is by no means
conclusive, and must certainly be evaluated with some consideration of the numerous studies over the i;aat 150 years
which support or disclaim the role of DV.I.
The purpose of this study is to obtain additional
information recarding the role of DVN in relation to vagal
cardiac outflow, using an approach somewhat different than the
simple stimulation, recording or deceneration studies that have

been conduoted previously.
It waa thought that if the bradycardia elicited by
stimulation in the region of DVN is actually due to activation
of the neurby :ITS rather than the final cODlJllon efferent pathway, :t'unctional studies might be use:tul in differentiating
the response to stimulation in the region of DVN from the
response to stimulation of the final colDDlon pathway. It seems
not unreasonable to predict that, if one or more synapses are
interposed between a stimulating electrode and the vagal preganglionic fiber, imposed changes in systemic blood pressure,
as well as variation in stimulation piirameters and technique,
should be manifest at these synapses as facilitation, occlusion
or fatigue. If, on the other hand, central synapses distal
to the stimulating electrode are not present, response to
stimulation in the region of DVN should be quantitatively and
qualitatively similar to those elicited from the emergent vagal

preganglionios.
It is with these basic considerations that the
following e.x,periments were undertaken.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF

LI~EBATURE

General An!tomioal and B!brzologioal Considerations:

A.

Vagal Nuclei; Topography and CytoloEU'•
It is generally understood that the vagus nerve has
components associated with three naclei in the brain stem:
the dorsal nucleus (DVN), which corresponds to the general
visceral efferent column; the nucleus ambl,&aus (NA), which is
.a.rt of the special visceral efferent ooluan; and the nuoleua
and tractua solitar1us (NTS), vhioh is olassitied as part ot the
visceral aenaory column.
The DVN is positioned in the dorsal medulla, just
beneath the floor of the fourth ventricle, lateral and somewhat dorsal to the hypoglossal nuoleua but medial to BfS. In
the oat, DVN extends for a length of about 4.2 lll.ll (Taber, 1961)
for the most pa.rt rostral to the level of the obex. Histological examination of the brain atem reveals that the oell bodies
of DVN are smaller than the somatic efferent cells of the hypoglossal nucleus, and also smaller than the cells of RA. Taber
(1961) described three eell types in the cat DV.N, of small,
intermediate and medium size. The latter are dispersed
throughout the :nucleus while the intermediate sized cells are
said to be more abundant in the middle region of the :nucleus.
4
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Kiamel (1940) observed two cell types in the adult rabbit DVlf,
both smaller than cells in NA.
Ma.lone (1913), studying the brain stem of the monkey
and lemur, has pointed out this size distinction, and olassified two oell types in DVI; sm.aller cells at the rostral and
caudal poles of this nucleus, and relatively large cells in
its middle portion. Partly on the basis of Molhant•s earlier
(1912) statement that the large cells of MA supply striated
muscle exclusively, Malone (1913) reasoned that the smallest
DVN cells must supply fibers to smooth muscle while the larger
DVN cells (which are smaller t~ the smallest oella in NA)
give rise to vagal cardiac fibers. On this basis, Malone
(1913) designated the "nucleus cardiacus nervi vagi" within
DVN. It should be emphasized, however, that on the basis ot
evidence presented in his re~ort, this nuclear specification is
little more than speculation. Mitchell and Warwick (1955)
:furthermore were unable to confirm the existence ot this circw.nscribed intermediate zone in the rhesus monkey.
Etemadi (1961) made quantitative measurements of
these nuclei in human brains, and reported that there are about
five times as many cells in DVN as in NA. He also measured
cellular dimensions and calculated that the total cross
sectional area ot all cells in DVN is approximately 1 DlDl2,
comps.red to a total cellular area of 0.6 mm2 in NA. On the
average then, a DVN cell in the human should be approximately
one-third the diameter of a cell in NA.
The HTS is lateral to and approximately coextensive
with DVN. Taber (1961) stated th.at the cat ITS is composed

'

primarily of small and aediura sized cells, with a small number
of large cells scattered throughout. The solitary nuclei on
either side of the brain stem are contiguous with each other at
th• level of the obex juat dorsal to the central canal; the
connection is regularly described as the coamissural nucleus
of Cajal. Several investigators {Kimmel, Kimmel and Zarkin,
1961; Kerr, 1962; Cottle, 1964 and Rhoton, O'Lear¥ and Jerguson,
1906) have described, on the basia of deseneration studies,
afferent vagal as well as glossopharyngeal contributions to
the ooamissural nucleus and contralatoral solitary complex.
Anderson and Berry (1956) reported similar oonneotions on the
basis of intramedullary electrical recordings after central
vagal stimulation in the oat.
Mitchell and Warwick (1955) have described a small
number of chroaatolytic chaflgaa in .ifiN after section of the
contra.lateral vagus and suggested that vagal fibers (preswaa)ly
motor) deouasate at lea.st to a small extent.

B.

Vagal Nuclei; »nbryology.
Because of certain anatomical featurea of the vagal
nuclei, in the context of their electrical stimulation, it is
useful. to consider briefly their embryological develo.pment.
Kimmel {1940) described tl:le formation of the rabbit'$
hypoglossal and vagal nuclei froin a primitive efferent cell
column, whose medial cells give rise to the nucleus of the
hypoglossal and whose lateral cells form the column which will
become DVB. Mitchell and Warwick (1955), on the basis of degeneration studies, stated that the ~poglossal nucleus in the
monkey shows no ohromatolytic cha.nses after vagiseotion at
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various levels below the nodose ganglion and therefore makes
no contribution to the vague. However, chromatolytio changes
were observed in cells located between DVN and the hypogloasal
nucleus.
Of great pertinence to this study is the arrangement
ot medullary fibera originating fro~ NA. Kimmel (1940),
studying development of the rabbit, and Wino.le (1933) using the
ca~, have described the establiahlllent of BA.
The latter investigator showed that NA is composed of cells which have
migrated from the region of the developing DVN column in a
ventrolatera.l direction. Their a~ons emerge from the medulla
together with DV'.N fibers, and this cell body migration thus
results in a genu which is evident in the ll., m.m embryo. The
final position of U.A is in and dorsolate.re.l to 'the lateral
longitudinal bundle of the retio\11.ar formation. Windle could
not state positively that ~his genu persists in the adult cat,
but f'el t t.bat the presence of at least some remnants of it is
a likely poaaibilty. The .t-'resenoe of tnis genu in the adult
is shown in a number of teJdoooks (Crosby, Humphrey and Lauer,
1961; Ranson and Clark, 1959).
It is known that visoera.l afferent fibers from the
facial, gloseopharyngeal and vague nerves enter the solitary
tract (Ranson and Clark, 1959). Kimmel (1941) described the
embryology of these afferent connections in the rabbit, and
pointed out that such connections are first established {in
the ll day embryo) with the lo~itudinal sensory bundle which
subsequently develops into the solitary faaciculua and the
spinal root of the trigeminal. He stated that a proportion ot
fibers from the 1xth and xth nerves enter the latter structure,

a
as well as other structures suoh as nucleus interoalatus.
Indeed, he even suggested that • ••• all of the motor nuclei
of the brain stem may be tunctiona.lly related with the nucleus
ot the mesenoephalic root ot the trigeminal nerve through oell
processes which oourse to motor nuclei...... Kimmel and
associates later (1961) described ttle va.gal and .fa.oial
afferent contribution to the solitary tract in the guinea pig,
as well a.s these nerves 1 connections wi·th the spinal cord,
spinal trigeminal nuoleus, reticular formation and commiasural
nucleu$. Wilson, Windle and Fita(l;erald (1941) .studied N'1i3
development in the cat. l.n addition to their general agreement with Kimmel (1941) tbey also stated ta.at a few spinal
acceasory fioers, as well as some trigeminal afferents contrib~te to the solitary traot, the latter perhaps mediating
visceral afferent iapulses. Wilson's grou~ also mentioned
an earlier stud7 showing eonnections between the maxillary and
mandibular branches of the trigeminal a.nd rostral portions
of NTS in the 25 day sheep. ~hese !ibers mi15ht possibly
mediate ta.ate, ·but this is uncertain. Wilson and associates
(1941) also desoriaed a "fanning out" of NTS fibers towards
the region of the medial motor oell oolu.mn, and a decussation
process in the formation of the ooaunissu.ral nucleus.

c.

Va.gal Nuclei; Functional Considerations.
Al thoUBh certain c.a:"allia.l nuclei appear to be
commonly derived, regularly ali6lled and functionally ordered
so that common designations {e.g. •general somatic efferent
colwan") have been widely used, there is at the same time
the likelihood of and deTelopmental framework for functional
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mixing. Thus it is probaDly incorrect to classify even a
single nucleus as having only one functional type of fiber.
Functional relations will be considered briefly here.
Although most texts designate DVN as mainly supplyins
efferent fibers to thoracic and abdominal viscera, this basic
concept l1aa 'Deen seriously questioned as recently ae 1952 when

szentagothai reported that partial or complete destruction of
DVN in the cat failed to i.>roduce any degeneration in the cervical vagus. Cottle and Mitchell {1966) have recently stated
that, unlike "the situation in the central nervou.a system, the
postoperative survival tim.e for demonstration ot degeneration
in a peripheral nerve ia quite critical. Although there have
been similar reports prior ·to that of Szen1iagothai, his conclusion that DVB is a purel; sensory nucleus finds no support
in the modern literature.
Mitchell and ~arwick (1955) studied degeneration in
the brain stem of the monkey following extraeranial vagisection at various levels below the nodose ganglion and concluded that DVN is a mixed nucleus. having smaller, presumably
secondary sensory oells along its lateral margin. In some
animals tnese cells almoat formed a separate colwan. Their
statement that some of the smaller cells in or imsediately
lateral to DY.Li were sensory was based on the tact that these
cells " ••• alwaya ••• show no or only equiTocal changes after
section of the vagu.s nerves.", and is thus evidence by default,
Th~~ position was contested by Cottle (1964) who performed
Nauta studies in the cat after eupra-nodose vagoto:my or
intracran1al section of rootleta of the ninth and tenth nerves
~he findings ot Rhoton, O'Leary and lerguaon (1966)
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are also at variance with the conclusion of Mitchell and Warwick (1955). Rhoton's group studied the afferent connections
of varioae cranial nerves in the monkey by means of supranodose
vagotomy bat observed no degenerated fibers going to DVN.
Kerr (1962) reported the same type of experiment in the cat and
ne also failed to find evidence ot primary a.fferent vaga.l (or
glossophar~eal) connections to DVN.
These findings suggest
that most, or all reflexes involving DVN are mediated by means
of a multisynaptic path; Szentagothai had earlier (1948) made
"this claim !or all vegetative spinal and brain stem reflexes.
Other findings ot these workers (Kerr, Cottle and Rhoton's
~roup) are substantially in agreement; they have ahown that
most of the glossopharyngeal and vagal afferents form the
~olitary tra.ot, and Rhoton and associates state:
"It seems probable th."J.t the portion
ot the solitary tract which extends
caudally from the entrance of IX and X
mediates general visceral sensibility
and forms the afferent limb for
visceral re!lexes, auoh as those
involved in cardioreapiratory control."
Both Rhoton's group (1966) and Kerr (1962) concur
regarding nwnerous other details perta.ining to the afferent
connections of the ninth and tenth nerves. Degenerating
afferents have been traced to the dorsal horn at Cl and
C2, by way of the spinal trigeminal tract. Afferents have
also been found in the oontralateral NTS vj.a the commissural

nucleus, and in the medial and lateral cuneate nuclei. Both
atudiea showed that a relatively small number of fibers can

r
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be traced to the reticular formation. Kerr (1962), in a
single experiment in which degeneration was studied after
section between the nodose and jugular ganglion, saw degeneration only in NTS and concluded that the nodose ganglion ia of
prime importance for v:i.sceral sensation.
The ~bove discussion indicates that the tract~s
solitarius is mainly composed of visceral sensory fibers of
the ninth and tenth nerves. The role o;f these nerves in
cardiovascular reflexes and the proiimitJ of ~TS to DVN makes
obvious the importance of HTS in the conte~t of the stimulation
ex}eriments described below. There have been numerous studies
to determine the oontribution of other afferent nerves to
:wcs, and some of these will be considered hare and also in the
discussion. Torvik (1956) qad.e a thoro1Jtih stu.dy of afferent
contributions to NT3 and the trigeminal sensory nuolei in the
rat, and frovided a.11 extensive review of earlier literature
in this urea. Ile, too, reported numerous sensory fibers trom
the mandibular and I?la.X.illary branches of the trigamillal ending
in the solitary traot as well as a few going to the dorsal
ret iou.lar forfnat ion. A small nwaber of afferents trom the
facial, glossO.cJ.haryngeal and va.gus nerves were reported to
terminate in the dorsal reticular forr:iation, and afferent
connections between the two last mentioned narves and the
k! final nucleus of the fifth nerve were confirmed.
Degeneration
of sensory components of the trigeminal have been observed in
the dorsal llorn at levels as low as 04. In addition, a small
number of dorsal root fibers from Cl to 03 have been traced
to NTS. Torvik (1956) concluded that it ia not proper to
distinguish sharp boundaries between peripheral visceral and
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somatic structures since there probably exist transitional
structures which serve both visceral and somatic afferent
functions.
The role of NTS in cardiovasoular reflexes is
supported by a number of physiologic studies. Anderson and
Berry (1956) recorded from the region of NTS in the cat after
stimulation of the central end of the cut vasus and on the
basis of latency meaaurementa described three oonduotion
velocities in N!s. The relative complexity of recorded
electrical activity here and its temporal spread, especially
in the caudal parts of N!S, led to the conclusion that secondary or higher order fibers descend in the tract along with
primary sensory fibers. There were similar findings following
afferent stimulation of the aortic depressor nerve. Koepohen
and associates (1967), and Crill and Reis (1968) presented
additional evidenoe supporting the role of NfS in cardiovascular reflexes. The latter workers proposed parallel afferent
cardiovascular piths in NTS, one monosynaptio and the other
polysynaptic. All of these authors suggested the possibility
that reticular formation fibers are involved in cardiovascular
control. Anderson and Berry (1956) listed n\Ul.erous medullary
structures that showed evoked responses a~er central vagal
stimulation including NA, the oontralateral DV?i and the
spinal tract and nucleus of the trigeminal; in the latter
structure, they felt that the observed activity was representative of fiber terminations, rather than fibers simply
passing through the trigeminal nucleus.
With regard to BA, this structure is commonly regarded as the origin of specialized motor fibers of the

-
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ninth, tenth and eleventh nerves which supply some muscles
of the pharynx and larynx. On the basis of degeneration and
stimulation studies, Furstenberg and Magieleki (1955) have
even described a motor pattern in this nucleus, whereby
specific regions of it are associated with specific muscle
groups. However, Gunn and associates (1968) have proposed
that, in the cat, HA is the principal source ot preganglionio
vagal fibers to the heart. Their work will be discussed in
detail below.
D·

The Peripheral Vagua; Fiber Population and Type.
There have been numerous histologio and physiologic
studies to characterize the fiber population in the cervical
vagus and to determine the type of vaga.l fiber(s) acting on
the heart. It is generally agreed that the vagua nerve is
largely (moat investigators estimate about 75~) composed of
afferent fibers (Pole7 and Du.Bois, 19,7; Middleton, Middleton
and Grundfest. 1950; Daly and :EVana, 1953; EYans and Murray,
1954; Agoston1 et al., 1957 and Hoffman and Kun.ts, 1957).
JUrthermore, most investigators agree that the majority of vagal fibers are unmyelinated. These experiments have mainl7
involved chronic prepa.rations (oats and rabbits) with transection above or below the nodose ganglion, subsequent histologic
analysis and• in some cases, phyaiologie testing. Regarding
myelin, it should be recalled. as Hoffman and Kuntz (1957)
point out, that a myelinated fiber may become divested of its
covering during the course of its travel, so that m7elin may be
lacking in more distal parts of that fiber.
Various authors have counted the number of fibers in
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the vagus nerve. Foley and Du.Bois (1937) reported that they
00 unted approximately ,6,000 fibers Just distal to the jugular
ganglion in the cat. They claimed that 7-10,000 ot these are
motor fibers, while the majority of vagal fibers are sensory.
J,gostoni and associates (1957) reported a total ot about
30,000 vagal fibers in the cat, of which approximately 6,000
were described as having motor fu.nctions. Individual
variations in fiber counts, as well as the different values
reported by various investigators, may be in part due to
branching ot nonmyelina~ed fibers in the vagus, as Heinbecker
and O'Leary (1933) suggested. This factor is emphasized by
Hoffman and Kuntz (1957) who have shown, in individual
specimens, that the proportion of Wllllyelinated fibers in the
cervical vagus is progressively increased at sites more distal
to the nodoae ganglion.
There have been numeroua attempts to characterize
those fibers which constitute the motor innerTation of the
heart. Heinbeoker and associates conducted a number of
studies to determine the nature of vagal cardiac efferents.
In general, they stimulated the Va&U• nerve at various intensities, recording both oardiao effects and the propiga.ted
impulse ~rom the vagus trunk at a site removed from the stimulation point in order to determine the fiber types :r;a.rtioipa.t 1ng in the response. In 1930, Heinbeoker described six
maxima in the neurogram. from the cat vaaua; the B2 peak was
attributed to small diameter, thinly m.yelinated fibers, and
the C wave was identified with UDmyelinated fibers. The
several peaks designated in the C group are of questionable
meaning. In the same year, Bisbo~ and Heinbecker (1930) in

!
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a study of cold-blooded animals, as well as the rabbit, oat
and dog, described tour fiber types, designating them as A,
Bl, B2 and C, and inferred that the latter two groups mediated
autonomic efferent activity. In addition, information on
their relative thresholds suggested that the smaller B2 and
c fibers were less sensitive than the larger fibers by a
factor of four. In a later study of the vague in the frog
and turtle, Heinbecker (1931) demonstrated a thin, myelinated
fiber ( B3
atria with
which gave
associated

} which had a negative inotropio effeot on the
no effect on heart rate. Stronger stimulation,
rise to the C component of the neurogram, was
with bradycardia or cardiac arrest.
Experiments with cats and rabbits (Heinbeoker and
Bishop, 1935-6) under ether anesthesia showed that, unlike
the turtle and frog, the B2 component was associated with
the largest pa.rt of the rate effect; an increase in st imulua
intensity to activate C fibers enhanced the bradyoardia
response by no more than 10 per cent, In this situation it
is difficult to assess the actual role ot C fibers in relation to the smallest members of the B group.
In a histological study of the vagus and its
smallest branches in the cat, rabbit and dog, Heinbecker and
O'Leary (1933) showed that the cardiac branches of the vagus
are largely composed of nonmyelinated fibers and small (less
than 7 )1) myelinated fibers. supranodose va.goto111 20 days
prior to physiological testing and histological examination
abolished vagal bradycardia and resulted in a "small but
appreciable loss of myelina.ted fibers" in cardiac vagal
branches. They found that a large number of nonmyelinated
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fibers persist, but in relation to these, state that "The
lack of definite areas of degeneration [within tlle cardiac
branches of the vague] does not permit a definite statement
as to the number of fibers that are removed." Heinbeoker
and O'Leary (1933) did, however, observe degeneration of small
myelinated and nonmyelina.ted fibers from a restricted area of
the cervical vagus, which they regard as evidence consistent
with the earlier proposal (Heinbecker, 1931) that both fiber
types have efferent cardiac .functions.
In their study of 1933, Heinbeeker and O'Leary
claimed that myelinated motor fibers to the bronchi and duodenum persist after supranodose vagotomy and suggested that
cell bodies of these fibers must be located, without synapse,
in the nodose ganglion. Numerous investigators have since
disputed this claim (see, for exaaple, Agostoni et al., 1957)
and although !leinbeoker and O'Leary (1933) stated that cervical
sympathetics contribute few, if any, nonmyelinated fibers to
the vague, Middleton, Middleton and Grundfest (1950) suggested
that these results might well be dae to sympathetic fibers
in the vagus.
Middleton, Middleton and Grundfest (1950) have
confirmed the findin& that vagal cardiac activity is largely
mediated by B fioers in the cat. ~hey also identified a small
delta component between the .A and J3 neurogram waves, and
suggested that this might also have a slight chronotropic
effect, while fibers of the C group are apparently without
cardiac effect. Since prior au_pranodose vago·tomy (which
abolished the cardiac response to vaga.l stimulation) had no
appreciable effect on the neu.rogra.m., it was proposed that

~-----------------------------,
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motor fibers were relatively small in number. These authors
aleO pointed out the unusual individual variations sometimes
observed; in a few oases, there was no cardiac etfeot in spite
ot a large B elevation, while in other animals, strong cardiac
effects were seen with relatively weak vaga.l stimulation.
Hoffman and Kuntz (1957) stated that in the oat
the vagal cardiac rami are composed of myelina.ted (smaller
than 1 micra) and unmyelinated fibers (relatively few of these
sreater than 7 micra.}. Daly and Evans (1953) have done detailed anatomical and functional studies in the oat; they reported that although prior aupranodose vagotomy does result
in degeneration ot small myelina.ted and nonmyelina.ted fibers
in the vagus and its bronchial branches tnere is " ••• no
obvious reduction in the numlier of myelinated fibers" in the
cardiac branches. Vagal stimulation under these circumstances
was, as expected, without cardiac effects. Evans and Murray
(1957) conducted similar studies in the rabbit, and concluded
that cardiac afferent and efferent activity was mediated by
myelinated and nonmyelinated fibers. After supranodose vagotomy however, some cardiac branches showed no degeneration
while in other branches all or nearly ail of the myelinated
fibers degenerated.
Agoston1 and co-workers (1957) obtained more
quantitative information 1n the cat. Tney stated that all
large vagal fibers (greater than 12 micra) and about half of
those leea than 6 micra are efferent; these together were
said to constitute 20 per oent of the fiber population in the
vagus. A total of }000 fibers was counted in the vagal cardiac
branches on one side of the oat. On the basis of degenerative
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section, the number of efferent vagal cardiac fibers was set
at 500, and these were described as predominantly nonmyelinated.
Approximately 600 myelinated fibers {ot 12 miora or less) are
present in these br~nehes and almost all ot these are afferent.
Douglas and Ritchie (1962) have reviewed the literature dealing
with C fibers and state that, in the vagus, most of these
are afferents.
It is not intended to present here an extensive
critiaal analysis of the above findings. However, the discrepancy in these various studies is unusual in light of
current teaching (.Eatton, 1965) that autonomic preganglionio
fibers are of the ~ ty~e. There are several factors which may
explain the diversity in deacrtption of v-agal cardiac efferents
Foley and DuBois {1937) pointed out the difficulty in
histologic examination ot s.ma.ll, unmyelinated fibers, and such
technical considerations may especially influence earlier
studies, ~rticularly when relatively small nunibers or
widely scattered C fibers are involved as in the cardiac
branches. Further.more, as Cot·tle and Mitchell (1966) pointed
out, the time period in degenerative section is much more
crucial for peripheral than for central nervous system fibers,
and disappearance of myelinated and/or norunyelinated fibers
may have significantly influenced various findings. Axon
branching, as well aa peripheral loss of myelin, may account
for such apparent discrepancies as the claim based mainly on
hiatologio evidence t.nat va&al cardiac fibers are mainly nonmyelinated (Agostoni et ~l., 1957) and the claim of Middleton's group (1950) that such efferents are of the B group.
In light of all th~ evidence ~resented here, it
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seems reasonable to propose that both types of fiber might be
involved in vagal ca.rdiao control. ~he possUlili ty of a relatively s;na.11 nwnber of fibers account~ for tne large
part of vagal activity remains open, and the methods of the
studies mentioned above may have failed to recognize those
few fibers of greatest importance.

r
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-DeveloR£1lent

Of Concepts Regarding

Dvy.

Since the Weber brothers (1845) first demonstrated
the effect ot the vagua nel"V'es on the heart, there have been
innumerable studies to further characterize the action of
these nerves. In spite of these investigations, there remain
at present many fundamental questions regarding the nature of
peripheral vagal activity. Moreover, there is currently a
lack of agreement on a most basic aspect of central vagal
relationships - that ia, the location in the central nervous
system of cell bodies of vagal cardiac fibers.
MoDowall (1938) and Mitchell and Warwick (1955)
reviewed the literature regarding the development of present
concepts of central vagal relationehipe. Except for studies
of special pertinence or extraordinary historical interest,
muob of the material whioh they have reviewed will not be repeated here. Mitchell and Warwick's (1955) survey oan be
aptly summarized by pointing out that they not only cited many
studies in fa Tor of Dv.tf as the origin of vagal cardiac fib ere,
but they referred to a number of workers who denied this role
of DVN. Moreover, they cited several studies which implicate
NA as the origin of these fibers. It is thus seen th.at the
"recent" controversy regarding the roles of DVN and NA in
relation to vagal cardiac supply has its origin in disputes
dating back to the last century.
Stilling (1843) is said to have first described DVB
in relation to the vagus, although he regarded it as a
sensory nucleus. Deiters (1865) and later Dees {1889) stated
that NA, as well as DVN, gives rise to vagal fibers. Laborde
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(1888), according to Gunn and associates (1968}, identified
NA as the origin of vagal cardiac fibers in the cat and dog
by means of needle puncture stimulations. Marineaco (1897)
suggested that NA supplies fibers to striated muscle and DVN
auyplies non-striated muscle. The observations of Malone
(1913-14) and hie conclusion that medium sized cells in DVN
supply the heart have been discussed above. His conclusions
were largely based on earlier reports such as those of Marinesco (1897) and Molhant (1912} that NA supplied vagal fibers
to skeletal muscle, and the statement of vanGehuohten and
Molha.nt (1912) that DVN supplied fine vagal motor fibers to
striated muscle of the esophagus and heart in the rabbit.
Among others, Kosaka (1909) and Yagita (1910}
have been cited by Mitchell and Warwick (1955} as having
claimed that NA gives rise to vagal cardiac preganglionice in
the rabbit, dog, monkey and hum.a.n. Mitchell and Warwick
(1955) also listed the many earlier workers who claimed that
DVN is primarily a sensory nucleus, but this will not be
further discussed here as there is little modern support for
this concept.
Miller and Bowman (1916) are among the first to
have designated DVN as the origin of cardiac fibers on the
basis of electrical stimulation of this structure. Using
monopolar electrodes, they reported that in the acute spinal
dog, a "minimum effective stimulus" elicited bradycardia from
the entire extent of DVN. Ranson and Billingsly (1916)
mentioned that, in the cat, oardioinhibition sometimes
accompanied presaor responses elicited by electrical stimulation of the apex of the ala oinerea. However, it is not
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clear whet.her ·tne slowing was direot or reflex in nature.

In the last two decades there have been a number
of anatomical studies designed to clarify the role of vagal
nuclei. Perha_pa most intriguing ia the etudy of Getz and
sirnes (1949) who transected ·the vague at one of four cervical
or thoracic sites in seven rabbits. Subsequent comparison of
the varying degrees of degeneration in DVN led them to designate s.pecifio regions of the nucleus as related to the vagal
innervation of speoifie structures or regions. A portion of
..oVN just roetral to its most caudal quarter has been identified as the region giving rise to vagal cardiac fibers, and
it corresponds closely ·to the area described by Malone (191314). Kitchell, Stromberg aLd Davis (l956)have also described
regional localization in DVN, consistent for a variety of
species, in which thoracic structurea are represented in the
caudal part of the nucleu.s. They did not provide specific
information in their abstract with regard to the heart.
Furstenberg and I'1a.gielski (1955) described a similar pattern
in NA for laryngeal motor fibers in the monkey.
Mitchell and Warwick {l955), who aiudied the monkey,
stated that although suoh localization may exist in DVN, ·there
is a fair degree of overla..P• Furthermore, they questioned
the specification of a cardiac zone in DVN since they observed
some degeneration in this general ,tart of DVN even when the
vague was cut below the origin of cardiac branches. Removal
of the cardiac :ple:.i,us produced degeneration in many, but not
all cells in this portion of DV~, while degenerative changes
attributed to cardiac efferents were also seen in other .tarts
of the nucleus.
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caiaresu and Cottle (1965) ma.de small lesions in DVN in 5
cats &nd noted modest degeneration in the cervical vagus
while degeneration in the cardiac branches was slignt and
w~s seen in only 2 of these animals.
Although they verified
a direct connection oetween DVN and cardiac vagal branehea,
t11ey ooncluded that either vagal cardiomotor functions are
mediated over a relatively small number of fibers or t.~iat
JV1~ plays a relatively minor role in such functions.
Kerr (1967) combined degeneration techniques
and electrical stimulation, and described experiments in the
cat in which ~Vl~ was selectively destroyed by cautery.
Following a recovery period to ensure degenen.i.tion of fibers
arising from this nucleus, it was found that this procedure
failed to prevent bradyoardia, aa well as gastrointestinal
and oronohiolar res~onses to stimulation of the ipsilateral
vagus. On this basis, he claimed that DVN is not the souroe
of visceral motor fibers. l~ may be of significance, however,
tr.at in the single record ~resented in nis brief report, a
relatively strong {6 volts, l maeo, lO cps) stimulation of
the distal cut vagus ipailateral to extensive destruction of
DVN only reduced heart rate to about 70 beats per minute.
Although Kerr (1967) described this as a nor-;;nal response,
it is our experience that the common Porter electrode will
ordinarily produce vagal arrest at 2 to 3 volts unless the
nerve is badly deteriorated. Furthermore, his conclusions
are based on the presence of this questionable bradyoardia,
and he has not taken into account the report of Sperti, Midrio
and Xamin (1962) who showed that, in the dog, the ouloar root
of the aooessory nerve contributes a modest bradycardia
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component to the vagu.s. stimulation of the vagus after
prior intracranial section and degeneration of vagal rootlets
was still cape.ble of producine some slowill6 unles~ the bu.lbar
acceaaory component had also been eut. Thus it a.1>pears possible
that the bradyoardia which Kerr (1967) demonstrated following
degenerative deetruction of' DVN might actually be due to
oardioinbibitory fibers of the eleventh nerve which course
in the va.gus.
Several recent studies have employed electrical
stimulation of DVN and obtained the expected bradycardia;
some of these, however, neglect to provide ex.a.et evidence of
electrode placement (Sperti and Xamin, 1960; Buryak, 1964 a.nd
Varma, 1966). Buryak (1964) claimed that electrical stimulation of NA caused cardiac arrhythmias as well as altered
coronary circulation. It is unclear whether his statement
regarding the latter is based on Jirect flow measurements,
changes in the T wave which he observed, or earlier reports
in the literature.
Kovalev and BondS1.rev (1962/3) conducted disorete
stimulation studies o! numero~a brain stem nuclei in thalamio
and bulba.r cats u.aing 50 miora. uni~olar stimu.la. ting electrodes.
Although they did not present the details of heart rate
changes in relation to specific struotu.res and stimulations,
it was stated that bradyo~rdia often accompanied evoked
pressure changes. In 18 of 20 DVU stimulations, a depreador
response resulted. ~ne can only a~eoulate as to tne magnitude
and importance of carciiac ~3lowing in these responses, it indeed
it did occur. Conoomitant DV1i bra.dyoardia would seem the
more likely possibility here, since failure of this nucleus
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to elicit slowing would probably have been commented upon.
Chai, Mu and Brobeck (1965) used ~airly precise
stimulation techniques and reported that stimulation in or
near DVN produced bradyoardia and sometimes arrest. Their
stimulations may have also included NTS, but this is difficult
to evaluate. It is surprising that local heating of this
region did not produce slowing. Local heating of regions in
the lateral reticular formation was effective in this regard
while electrical stimulation of these same points was ineffective.
Calaresu and Pearce (1965b) employed precise stimulation techniques using an electrode pair with tip diameters
of 20 to 40 miora, spaced about 0.3 lllll apart. They were unable
to produce bradycardia (and usually failed to obtain evoked
potentials in the ipailateral vagua) atter stimulation of DVI.
Bradycardia was, however, obtained from stimulation of MTS
and was mediated over both vagi. Two areas of •~s were
design~ted effeotive in the produotion of bradyoardia - one
rostral and the other caudal to the obex. Excitation of the
former region was accompa.nied by vagal activity conducted at
about 10 to 60 meters per second, which is suggestive of
afferent fiber activi'Y· Responses evoked from the caudal
parts of NTS were conducted in the vague at a lower velocity
(7 to 35 meters per second) and showed variable latencies
suggesting the presence of ay~pses and possibly discharge in
vagal efferent fibero.
In three animals in which BTS stimulation resulted
in slowing, stimulation of DVN with extremely strong shooks
(up to 30 volts, 2 meeo and 200 cps} did not produce a re-
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duction in heart rate. These authors suggested that earlier
report• of bradycardia evoked by DVN stimulation may have
been due to NTS stimulation. It was concluded that either
DVS is not the site of origin of cardiomotor fibers or that
such fibers are so few in number and/or so widely dispersed
in DVN that their stimulation techniques were not adequate
to produce bradyoardia.
Xhis position was supported by a related study
(Calaresu and Pearce, 1965a) to be discussed below, in which
unit activity in DVB was measured during reflex bradyoardia.
Although it is coamonly accepted that the symi;athetio
system may exert a beat-to-beat regulation on the heart, it
does not necessarily follow that such a situation exists in
the pa.rosympa.thetic system. Thus negative evidence (failure
to observe DVN activity related to the cardiac cycle) may not
have special significance. Indeed, several authors (Green,
1959, Weidinger, Hetzel and Schaefer, 1962, Iriuchijima and
Kumada, 1963 and Widdicombe, 1966) have recorded cardiac
rhythms at various levels of the vagus from its central end.
Calaresu and Pearce (1965a) cautioned that some studies of
peripheral vagal branches have failed to evaluate the role of
sympathetic fi.bers also present in these nerves. Green (1959)
and Widdioonibe (1966) suggested that the fibers firing with
the cardiac cycle arise from (carotid) baroaensory areas and
travel an aberrant course away from tbe central nervous
system. They may be involved in beat-to-beat regulation of
the heart by going directly to it from these sensory areas.
Humphrey (1966) suggested recently that the complex polysynaptio pathways by which BTS reflexes are probably mediated
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tend to obliterate cardiac rhJ'thms in medullary units whioh
are responsive to carotid sinus nerve stimulation.
Gunn and assooiates (1966) stimulated vagal nuclei
using a bipolar 26 gauge needle electrode in the cat (chloralose anesthesia) and dog (ohloralose or pentobarbital
anesthesia). In 28 cat a, each wi·th one or more electrode
penetrations in DVN so that its entire length was explored,
a 10 second train ot stimulation (30 cps, 0.2 msec duration,
l to 9 volts) in no instance produced bra.dyoardia. In all of
these oats, bradyoardia was obtained from stimulation in
either the NA area or NTS or both. It was stated that NTS
stimulation "occasionally" resulted in bradycardia, and that
this stimulus-bound slowing was accompanied by a presaor
response of 25 mm Hg or more. Stimulation in the region of
NA was also effective in producing slowing in the dog, which
persisted after ipsilateral vagisection; latency of potentials
in the oontralateral vagus was about 1.4 mseo greater than the
latency in the ipsilateral side (about 6.25 mseo). Since
their stimulation experiments have also abown that bradycardia
can be elicited in the dog trom DV'H, Gunn et al. (1968) concluded that there was an i.m.portant species ditterence, with
that this nucleus serving aa an origin of vagal cardiac fibers
in the dog but not in the oat. Regarding stimulation threaholds, they reported the lowest threshold in the NA region,
while that tor DVN (in the dog) appeared to be slightly
higher. Latency tor cervical vaga.l potentials after DV!l
stimulation ranged from 6.5 to 7.7 maeo.
Another line of approach to questions regarding
DVN-vagal relationships has been to record electrical activity
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in this nucleus and related areas during reflex vagal activity
or central vagal stimulation. There are a number of such
studies dealing with fibers from barosensory areas which implicate .NTS as an important relay point for cardiovascular
reflexes (see, for example, the reports of Oberholzer, 1960;
Hellner and vonBawngarten, 1~61; Porter, 196'; Humphrey, 1966
and Crill and Reis, 1968).
Anderson and Berry (1956) recorded electrical
activi~y from small regions of the cat medulla after stimulatio?
of the central end of the vagus below the level of the superior
laryngeal nerve. They described the presence of evoked
activity in the ipsilateral and oontralateral DVN as well aa
in many other structures in the vicinity including the intercalated nucleus, medial longitudinal fascioulua, NfS and the
commissural nuoleu.s. From the relative complexity of NTS
recordings (especially in its more caudal portions) and the
observed latencies it was reasoned that secondary and higher
order neurons were involved aa well aa primary afferents.
Furthermore, they reported evoked activi'y in NA and in the
reticular formation.
The work of Anderson and Berry (1956) has been
criticized by various investigators on the grounds that their
recording method lacked sufficient precision. Porter (1963)
conducted a similar study of vagal nuclei using mioroelectrodes
in the Nembutalized or deoerebrate cat. He too designated NA
aa an origin of vagal preganglionios on the basis of the unvarying 2 msec latencies of recordings from this area (similar
to those reported by Anderson and Berry ·1n lj56 and ascribed
to intramedullary vagal rootlets) and the a'bi lity of these
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units to follow 300 ops stimulation of the central vagus.
vagal stimulation evoked activi~y in both DVN and NTS, and
tb• description of NTS was much like that of Anderson and
Berry {1956). Porter (1963) was reluctant to claim which of
biS unit recordings were from DVN, and which were from NTS;
recordings in this region were never as stable as those from
BA, nor were the latencies as consistent. Most latencies from
the DVN-NTS region were in the range of 3 to 10 msec and were
sometimes reduced if a stronger stimulus was employed. Most
of these units failed to follow a driving frequency greater
than 50 ops; others followed 100 ops stimulation and some units
could be activated at 250 cps. Porter was unable to determine
whether the latter two responses were from primary NTS
afferents or antidromically stimulated DVN motor fibers.
It was also reported that vaeal stimulation "of
sufficient intensity" produced what Forter (1963} termed a
•mass response" in NA and NTS. He suggested that this was due
to propagated activity in a large number of fibers and/or cell
bodies in the region of the recording electrode and was
mediated by the fastest conducting fioers in the vague. Strongez
stimulation produced a seoond wave of activi'y with a 10 mseo
latency and a 5 msec duration, but a further increase in
stimulus intensity did not produce any other responses. In
evaluating this and similar studies, it is important to point
out, as did Porter (1963}, tna.t because of the distance involved, activity in the slowest-conducting fibers may be expected to be attenuated and temporally dispersed and thus not
appear as "maaa potentials".
It ia curious that Porter (1963) was unable to obtain
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any evoked responses in the medulla following stimulation of
the abdominal branches of the vague even at intensities
adequate to stimulate C :fibers. Aside from the unlikely
possibility of damage to the preparation, one might speculate
tnat eitner none of the above-mentioned nuclei are involved
with abdominal visceral afferents (or motor fibers)or that
some aspect of his methodology was inadequate to his purpose.
Perhaps the simple statistical considerations of stimulation
of a relatively small group of fibers in an abdominal va.gal
branch while recording from a discrete brain stem locus prevented tne observation of activity which was in fact evoked
in the medulla. Thia would be especially true it, by virtue
of vagal fiber branching, a peripheral fiber bundle was represented by a smaller number of fibers in the brain atem.
Calaresu and Pearce (1965a) studied electrical
activity in the cer·vical vagus of the cat (anesthetized with
ohlor4lose)• In 285 single and multifiber preplrations they
never observed spontaneous potentials related to the cardiac
cycle, and in only seven instances did they observe increased
activity related to reflex bradyoardia. Again, this might
reflect a wide range of temporal recruitment. Microelectrode
exploration of DVN revealed that, of 49 penetrations, seven
showed increased activity during ref'lex or drug induced bradyoardia; however, in six of these cases, the increased activity
did not appear until 0.3 to 2.4 seconds after the onset of
slowing. The reduced rate usually outlasted this inoreaaed
activity oy l to 23 seoonds, although maximum discharges
approximated peak slowing. On the other hand, activity
meas~red in single or multifiber prepirations in the cervical
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vague preceded the onset of bradyoardia. These findings were
presented in support of the contention of Calaresu and Pearce
(l965a a.nd b) that either a very small number of vagal efferents
are involved in rate regulation or that DVN is not the major
origin of such fibers.
Although it is difficult to explain the time re1at ionships in DVN' during refiex bradyca.rdia, it eeems
reasonable to state that Calaresu and Pearce (1965a) may have
overly discounted their findings in DVN. Indeed, if all those
unite showing increased activity during bradyoardia are
functionally related to the heart, it would be somewhat sur~riaing if as many as 14 % of the oells of the principal motor
nucleus of the vague are related to cardiac regulation. Of
course, the meaningfulness of this figure is questionable since
such a small population of DVN cells was tested.
In summary, evidence has been reviewed here to show
that on the basis of early as well as modern studies, the role
of DVN in relation to vagal cardiac innervation is still open
to question. Degeneration studies have not been entirely
satisfactory beoauee of technical considerations, as well as
complexities related to the admixture of sensory and motor
nerves (as well as sympa.thetic fibers) in the va;~-us and its
branches. Detailed investi&ationa such as that of Getz and
;3irn.es (1949) have been provocative but of necessity used a
small number of animals. It is especially difficult to
evaluate the role of individual variations which may be of
considerable importance; species differences may be involved
and for this reason com~r1son of studies using different
species must be dona with regard for this possibility.
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Stimulation studies have also failed to proYide
entirely satiafaotory answers for a number of reasons,
es:,pecially considering the variety of nuclei, tracts etc.
which ma.y be involved in bradyoardia and which may be affected
by stimulating electrodes in the region of DVN or NA. These
considerations will be treated in more detail in the discussion
section below.
Recording the electrical activity of vagal nuclei
is similarly beset with a number of related difficulties,
and the information gained :froin the studies discussed above
avpears less than satisfactory especially because of the
equivocal nature of findings related to DVN. Thus we have
attempted to study these nuclei uatng a somewhat different
experimental approach, hoping to capitalize on changes in
synaptic fields (subliminal frine;e) produced for the most
:i:art by various r:ianeuvers to change reflex vagal activity.
lf such synaptic areas were present "downstream" from the
stimulating eleotrod~, these should be manifest bW a greater
change in response to stimulation, in com.rarison to a response
evoked by an electrode in the final common pathway.

METHODS
jpimals; Suraigal

fre:ae:r~tion.

experiments were performed on 73 cats of both
sexea, and of weights ranging from 1.5 to 4 kg. Animals used
for atereotaxic work were within the range ot 2 to 2.8 kg.
Most animals were premedicat9d with intramuscular
phencyolidine hydrochloride (Sernylan, Parke Davis), 2 mg/kg
and, after a period of 20 to 30 minutes, anestheti~ed with
intravenous alpha-ohloraloee, 40 to 60 mg/kg, dissolved in
polyethylene glycol. The injected volume was usually between
1 and 2 ml. Injection of additional amounts of chloralose
was rarely indicated. In a few experiments, anesthesia was
accomplished with sodium pentobarbital (Nembutal, Abbott)
in a dose of 30 to 35 mg/kg by the intraperitoneal or intrathoracio route. Premedication was not used in these animals,
and one or more supplemental doses of 5 to 10 mg of pentobarbi tal were often required. Intravenous decamethonium, 0.1
mg/kg was used when necessary to abolish the skeletal motor
activity which sometimes accompanied electrical stimulation
of the brain stem. All animals receiving this dl"U8 were
maintained with artificial respiration.
~hese
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Surgical pre,J;aration included oannulation of the
femoral artery and vein, care being taken to minimize trauwa
to the femoral nerve. The arterial cannula, consisting of
polyethylene tubing fitted over a 21 01· 22 gr..11&e needle, was
passed into the abdominal or thoracic aorta. Blood preeoure
was recorded using a Statham P 23 De transducer in conjunction
with a Grass polygraph, model 7 or model 5. The use of an
integrating oardiotachometer (McCook and Feisu, 1959) permitted a direct read-out of heart rate.
A midl1ne incision was made in the neck, and the
carotid arteries were treed from the surrounding fascia ior a
distance of 2 to 3 cm. fhe vagi were carefully isolated by
blunt dissection. Loops of wabilioal tape or silk suture
material were placed around each vagu.s to facilita·te access
to them during the experiment. In sowe experiments the left
vagua was sectioned at this time. The trachea was cannulated
and in many animals, artificial ventilation w.s employed,
11sing a positive pressure respiration pump (.Harvard Appa1·atus).
The pump operated at a fixed frequency of 2} s~rokes per
minute; volume of the stroke and exhaust resistance were adjusted so that spontaneous respiration was just abolished ~nd
blood pressure remained relatively unchanged from the value
observed prior to the initiation of art·ificial respiration.
During the course of the experiment, the lungs were periodically hyperinflated to minimize the atelectasia which
ordinarily develops during the course of positive ~ressure
ventilation in the anesthetized subJeot.
Upon completion of the surgical procedures, t11e
preparation was mounted in a standard aat atereotaxio device
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(Ko pt or Johnson), the scalp incised and the underlying muscle
reflected back. An opening about 1 cm 2 was made in the caudal
portion ot the skull, involving the parietal and interparietal
bones. Bone wax was routinely l.lsed to provide hemostasis a.nd
minimize or prevent aspiration of air into opened vascular
channels in the bone. The dura waE cut and reflected back,
and electrodes were :passed through the cerebellum into the
medulla. In a few experiments the cerebellum was totally or
partially removed by auction.
In most instances, tne
eleotrodes were plunged deep into the substance uf the medulla
to regions more 'iTentral than those subsequently studied, in
order to establiah electrode tracts e..nd minimize artifacts due
to displacement and/or O·Jmpression ot medul.lary tissue by the
electrodes. ~he stereotaxic atlas of Snider and Niemer (1961)
was used as a guide to electrode placement, and electrode
loci was subsequently verified by histological examination.
The electrodes were made in this laboratory and were
of the bipolar type. They were construc~ed of 22 gauge, 4
inch stainless steel hypodermic needles, ~ith an inner core
of 0.0142 inoh diameter Nichrome V wire (Driver-Harris Company)
insulated with formvar except at the tip, which extended
approximately 0.5 mm beyond the end of tne needle. The inner
core of the electrode served as the cathode.

General Stimulation .Protoool.
In most ex_periments, two banks of 3 electrodes each
were placed in the rieh~ medlilla, l to 2 mm and 4 to 5 mm
lateral to midline, with the electrodes positioned at 11, 13
and 15 mm posterior to t1he standard interaural reference point.
In desoriptions to follow, stereo·taxic coordinates will be
referred to as ".LB. 11 , "V" and ".I?" positions indicating respectively right lateral vertical Ci.lld iJOSte.cior loci in relation
to the stereotaxic intera.ural zero point.
Unless otherwise noted, stimulation ~arameters were
20 cycles per second (ops), 0.2 milliseconds (mseo.) duration
and 2 - 7 vol ts. Stimulation piJ.lses were mono phasic and were
delivered by a Grass stimulator (model 34 or SD5). Frequency
and duration were re«ularly oheoKed on a Tektronix 502 oaoilloecope, and stimulation voliia~e was monitored throughout every
experiment.
Virtually all stimulations were ap~lied for a period
of 5 seconds. However, in those instances in which extreme
responses occurred, for example cardiac arrest, profound
preasor reaction (rare) or profound skeletal motor activity
(rare} stimulation was terminated prior to 5 seconds. During
an exploratory type ot 1>rooedure, or when stimulation had
little or no apparent effect on blood pressure or heart rate,
a recovery period of about 15 seconds was considered adequate.
However, when it was desired to make a quantitative comparison
of two stimulations, l - 2 minute periods were allowed to
elapse between stimulations, at which time blood pressure and
heart rate had returned to control levels. When the procedure
produced what were considered to be extreme changes in
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pressure and/or rate, relatively lo1L«er periods were allowed
for recovery. lo ascertain tt1.at such recovery periods were
adequate a.nd that quantitative oompa.risona were at least not
affected by fatigue, oonaecutive atilllulatione producing a mild

to moderate al owing were carried oll'\ in a number of animals.
It was invariably found that aeveral 5 second stimulations
(with constant voltage) ~roduoed a bradycardia ot consistent
ruagn1 t ud.e.
'.i. lle terminal ~ooedure in numerous ezperiaent e waa to
test whether or not the observed bradycardia might be attributed, in whole or in ..._rt, to aya,aatho1nb1b1tory rather than
va~al J;llii.thways.
~nus, at1aulat1on of active points was repe~ted when neither vagu.a waa 1.ataot, sometimes -with parameters
1

mu.oh higher (e& 10 volta, 2 maeo and 20 ope) th.an those used

the ex-'1eriment. ln no inatanoe was slowing seen.
The au.imala were rou'tinel7 sacrificed with. an intravenous ~1r embolism, and a~propriate leeiona were made in the
medulla, usiug tbe stim~ating electrodes and a Gre.as LM'3
radiotrequeuoy lea1on maker. ~he electrode banks were subsequently removed from the medulla b,- bringing them up 1n the
vertical ~lane on17. Additional portions ot the skull and the
entire oere,oellu.m were removed., attord.ing good exposure of the
medulla, and the electrodes were then brought down to the
~ors~l surface of the brain atem.
~heir position was thus
~aoroaoo~ioally verified and recorded.
The medulla was then
carefully r~moved, tixed in ten percent formalin or Dietrich•a
solution and subsequently sectioned on the freezing microtome.
~ost sections were 18 to 30 miora in thickness, and were
stained ~ith thionin.
durin~
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~ploration.

A preliminary study was conducted in which the right
sedulla was explored in an area from the approximate level of
the obex to a point 4 or 5 mm rostral to it (electrodes at P 11
13 and 15, obex at about P 15) and in Yertical planes :from the
.rnidline to a region 5 mm lateral to it. In all but two cases,
exploration was at 1,2,3,4 or 5 mm lateral to the midline, and
the single bank of three exploratory electrodes was advanced

in the vertical plane in l mm steps.
stimulus intensity was monitored for each stimulus,
and :naintained eonatant e.t 7 vol ts. Other details of stimulation are as described above.
:Rleven animals are included in this aeries. All five
planes were not explored in each animal; the planes at LR 4 and
5 represent four ex!')eriments, whereas LR l was ex pl er ed in ten
animals of this series.
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Bilateral Carotid Ocolusion.

--

Bilateral carotid occlusion (BUO) was applied for a

period of 5 to 10 seconds, using bulldog clamps; care was taken to winimize distortion of the arteries a.a they were
pulled from the neck for placement of the clamfs. In various
exl>eriments, electrical stimulation period.a of 5, 6, 10 or 15
seconds were used.
The consecutive "control t 1 and "BCO" stimulations

were generally done in i;he early ,tart ot: ·c.ae experiment, with
l to 2 minute intervals usually allowed for recovery. The
stimulation during BOO was not a.fiplied until tne peaK pressure
response had occurred, e;enerally 15 to 30 seconus after the
start of .800.
In many cases t1J.e procedu.re was repeated and it was

observed tnat both control and BCO responses were reproducible

or qualitatively similar at different D~imulus atrengtha. In
some instances, medial and. lateral stimulations were re}:Jes.t od

at several points in the a-:r plane.
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~rtio,

Vena Caval Ooolusion.

This procedure was similar to that for BCO. After
electrodes had been positioned in suitably reactive points in
th• medulla, the chest was opened on the right side and loops
of umbilical tape were passed around the descending aorta and
posterior vena cava. The phrenio nerve was separated from the
latter so as not to include it in the loop, and care was taken
to avoid trauma to nerves and other structures in the area.
~be ends of each loop were passed through glass tubing of
1 uitable length and, when carefully withdrawn through the
tubing, produced the desired degree of occlusion. In these
experiments, the arterial catheter was introduoed well into
the thoracic aorta so that its tip was rostra.l to the level
o! aortic occlusion.
At the initiation of ooolusion, desired pressure
levels were ordinarily attained within 5 to 10 seconds, although
in some oases the snare had to be continually tightened to
counteract reflex o.bangea 1n pressure towards control levels.
Stimulation was applied in the range of 18 to 65 seconds after
the onset of pressure change, although in most experiments this
interval was in the range of 20 to 35 seconds. Control and
recovery stimulations were usually done 1 to 2 minutes before
and a~er the occlusion stimulation.
In all of these experiments, both vagi were intact.
In most cases, each procedure was repeated one or more times,
sometimes at different voltages and, with few exceptions,
results were at least qualitatively the same.

OHAPJ!ER IV

RESULTS

-

~pl oration.

The results of a preliminary exploration series are
shown in figure l. As indicated in the legend, the bradycardia
has been classified as follows: a five second stimulation
giving a reduction of heart rate by 120 beata per minute or
more was designated as a +4 responae; a rate reduction of 30
beats per minute was designated as a +l response, intermediate
values were accordingly assigned, and a score of 0 was entered
for the absence of a response as well as tor those few instances when sympJ.thetic effects were obtained.
The results of each experiment were tabulated and
average values were calculated for each sterotaxic point; that
is, the bradyoardia scores were totaled and then divided by
the total number of stimulations at that point. Pinal average
values less than +0.50 were treated as "no response" and are
not indioated in figure l. Values between +2.1 and +3.0 are
designated as marked responses, those greater than +0.50 but
less than +l.l are classed as slight responses, and values
+l.l to +2.0 have been termed moderate responses.
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It is apparent that brad7oardia oan be elicited from
a number of 1001 in the medulla. The pointe giving most
pronounced bradyoardia are looa.liaed in the region of NA,
although it is possible that thia aotivity may simply represent a convergence of vagal cardiac fibers prior to their
exit from the medulla. Some degree ot ooaoentration of
activity ia also apparent in the region of DVJI and ITS,
especially at
It is not possible to aay with certainty that these
stimulations have activated only nuclear structures and not
afferent, as well as efferent fibers. Likewise, it is not
possible to aoourately define the volume of nervous tissue
which is directly stimulated by the electrode; however, the
observation that a response can often be obtained from a
given locus but not at points 1 mm above, below or lateral
to it suggests that the effective volume of a 7 volt, 0.2 ms~c
stimulus may be approximately 1 JIUll3.
Bradyoardia was sometimes obtained in this discrete
fashion with 7 volt, 0.2 msec stimulation. Such a case is
illustrated in figure 2. Here, after an initial exploration
at LR l yielding a small number of active points, the region
of the single strongly reactive point waa reexamined. It
can be seen that, although a good response is obtained from
approximately the level of DV!i (V-5) the response is
attenuated when the electrode bank is at V-4 or V-5.5.
Stimulus intensity was 6 volts at V-4 and V-5. At the latter
site, 7 volts gave a comparable bradycardia, but slowing was
negligible at 5.5 volts. Stimulus strength of 7 volts produced the mild slowing indicated at v-5.5, although 8 volts
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Figure 2. Cat 34, 2.4 k g . Stimulus localizat~on, showing responses a t
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'.)bex. Lesion is at LR 1, V- 7 . Additiona l de ta ils 5-n text .
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evoked a strong bradyoardia. Threshold effects will be discussed in greater detail below.
Beoause of the elongate shape of the lesion, it is
not possible to fix the vertical coordinate with precision,
out correlation with measurements made at autopsy of the medulla
!!! !.!!!! provides an additional reference point. Aooura.oy is
probably on the order of 0.5 mm.
In some experiments localization of reactivity
(using a 7 volt stimulus) was less discrete, as shown in
figure
Strong bradyoardia was more commonly localized to
a region of 2 mm (i.e. three points each separated by l mm)
with sharp reduction or loss of response beyond these points.
In the experiment shown in figure 3, similar exploration 1 mm
medial to this plane revealed bradycardia at only two vertical
points at P ll (responses of +4 and +') and P 13 (responses of
+4 and +l) suggesting that extraordinary stimulus spread is
not involved.

,B.
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1.-eversal •
It was observed in some experiments that when the
electrode bank wae reset to a position from which marked
oradycardia had previously been elicited, subsequent stimulation was ineffective; moreover, there were numerous instances when loci that were once unresponsive to stimulation
later produced good bradyoardia. This phenomenon has been
termed "reversal". In some oases this may be due to inexact
replacement ot the electrodes but in other oases this can be
ruled out. Figure 3 shows a pronounced example of this extensive reversal. Figure 3A shows numerous points at LR2 to
be unresponsive to a 5 second stimulus ot 7 volt, 0.2 msec,
30 cps pulses. The EKG indicated the possibility of hypoxia
during the course of spontaneous respiration (depressed S-T
segment, inverted T wave} in the course of an earlier exploration of the LRl plane. The EKG returned to normal, however,
within l minute of the institution of artificial ventilation
and coincident with the start of a sympathetic discharge of
several minutes duration. Three strong responses were obtained from the LRl plane during this period. some sympathetic
discharges also occurred during the early ,Part of the initial
exploration of LR2 (corresponding to figure 3A) but heart
rate and blood pressure were stable for the remainder of this
exploration and the subsequent exploration shown in figure 3B.
During the initial exploration of LR2, some skeletal motor
activity was evident upon stimulation, verifying the relative
adequacy of the stimulus. Furthermore, a stimulus of 2 mseo
duration was employed to obtain bra.dycardia at some points
at LR2 prior to the second exploration of this plane (at 0.2
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Figure 3. Cat 25,2 kg. An example of revor3al. A indicates the results of exploration of the medulla in a plane 2 m.~ lateral to midline;
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the some point::.
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msec duration) shown in figu.re 3B. This strong stimulation
was also tested at LRl, prior to the first LR2 exploration,
and was ineffective at V-10 but caused cardiac arrest near the
dorsal surface o! the medulla. Survey at LR4 also showed
numerous points giving good bradycardia, out subsequent
examination at the midline, LRl and LR2, as w0ll as LR4 showed
greatly reduced activity. Thus a third exploration of LR2 revealed greatly diminished reactivity in relation to that shown
in figure 3B, consisting of several points giving responses o!
mild intensity. Extensive reversal of this type was also observed in one other experiment (Cat 28) of the series of eleven
exploration experiments and there are several similarities.
A medial plane (LlU) explored at the beginning of the experiment was devoid of bradycardia responses. During thia initial
exploration institution of artificial respiration reduced the
heart rate from 220 to 160 beats/min (although a high heart
rate ~er !!.!. is certainly not incomJ;atible with good bradyoardia). Prior to the second exploration, which gave responses
quite comparable to those of figure 3B, bradyoardia was
elicited from various points in this plane with stimulus pulses
of 2 and then 0.5 maec dur~tion. Towards the end of the ex~
periment, a few points in the L4 plane also indicated enhanced
responses when exploration in this plane was repeated.
Most of the other experiments in the "exploration"
series illustrated this reversal to some extent, i.e., at least
a quantitative change was observed in two or more vertical loci
and one or more lateral planes. The change was usually an increase in the bradycardia response, and the effect appears to
be prominent in the early part o! the experiment. Moreover,

~~----------,
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som• points which gave strong bradyoardia or arrest after
having been previously unresponsive were tested with stimulations of reduced voltage and it was found that good responses
were sometimes o~tained with 4 or 5 volt pulses.

--

yoltage;

50
Threshol~.

In most of the experiments conducted subsequent to
those of the "Exploration" series, it seemed appropriate to
reduce the stimulu.s voltage. This was done to better localize
stimulations, and also served to reduce or abolish symp:lthetic
and/or skeletal motor activity when these accompanied bradycl.:l.rdia responses. Thus, an initial ;aurvey at LRl and L.114 was
conducted at a nwnber of looi using a six or seven volt
stimulus, and electrodes were subsequently ~ositioned in one
of the moat reactive vertical positions. Voltage was then reduced until a moderate br~dyoardia was evoked. lt was found
that in this manner, a stimulus of 3 to 5 volts, 0.2 msec. and
20 epa. usually resulted in a reduction of heart rate in the
range of 30 to 90 beats per minate (i.e. a bradyoardia of +l
to T3 intensity).
It waa generally observed that a stronger stimulus
was required to elicit reaponaes from sites l mm lateral to
midline than from those in the LR4 plane. Ot perhaps greater
significance is the observation that a ohan&e in stimulus
intensity by 0.5 to l volt caused a dramatic rather than
gradual change in response when stimali were at about threshold
intensity.
Such pronounced changes are illustrated in figure 4.
It can be seen that reduction of the LRl stimulus from 3.4
to 2.8 volts caused a reduction in response of more than 6()%.
In other experiments, even larger response alterations were
seen with smaller voltage changes and the same effects were
seen when voltage was increased from a subthreshold level.
Comparable changes were also seen as the LR4 stimulus was
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reduced.
The tendency for a higher voltage being required to
produce a given degree ot slowing at the LRl electrode was seen
in nearly all experiments. Very little decrement in response
occurred over the intermediate voltage range for the LRl
series shown here. This type of reaction was seen in several
experiments, sometimes at 1R4, and suggests that bra.dycardia
might be attributed to a circumsoribed group ot fibers well
within the effective radius of the stronger stimulation, as
well as within that smaller area activated by lower voltage.
It is also possible that the group ot fibers activated have
a quite narrow threshold range.
The photomicregraph of figure 4 illustrates the
electrode positions and it can be seen that the tip of the
LRl electrode closely approximates, but is medial to DVN. This
has -been the case in many of the experiments, es peoially with
respect to those electrodes more roetral to the obex, and this
medial placement is considered to be a useful compromise in
view of the proximity of NTS. Since this .IBrticular horizontal
section is dorsal to the center of DVN {i.e. its greatest
radius) a part of this nucleus is closer to the eleotrode than
the photomicrograph indicates.
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stimulus Frequency.

Although it was not intended te do an extensive
study of stimulus parameters, it was felt that an examination
o! tae rea~onsea to various ~timulation frequencies at the
L.lil electrode as .comp-a.red to those at LR4 might be o'f some
value. Pi~ure 5 showa one of six such experiraents. The
order of stimulation was varieu from experiment to experiment,
althoU8h the 20 cps stit11ulu~ 'Nd.d usu.ally employed firrJt and
then repeated at the end of the series to confirm that the
pre.vara.tion had not deterio1'ated. In the experiment illustrated here, it can be seen ".;hat the final 20 ops test at I.JR4
(extreme right of lower gra.:f.'h) .i;;roduces a larger response than
the earlier stimulation. Tliis difference is almost untirely
accounted for oy the difference in control heart rates for the
two stimulations, and may re!lecrt a peripheral vagal effect.
It is seen in .figu.re 5 tl1.0.t 50 and 100 ops stimulat-

ions are of about equal potency in producing a maximum effect
at both LRl and LR4. In other experiments, maximum responses
were also seen at 20 and/or 50 cps; in some instances, 50 ops
gave a maximum rasponse and the degree of slowing _produced by
20 cps stimulation was comi:-arable to that produced by 100 cpa.
Since the response magnitudes were different in the other five
experiments of this series, it is not feasible to pool the
data. However, figure 5 is typical of the qualitative i:attern
seen in all animals.
It is also evident in figure 5 that in this particular experiment the difference between the 20 and 50 cps
respons&s is marked at LRl but not at LR4. We do not, however,
consider this to be a meaningful distinction between the two
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sites since such differences did not occur in a consistent
fashion. When these differences were seen, they sometimes
occurred at LR4t and in cases where a series was repeated at
a different stimulus intensity, the differences were minimized
or abolished.
Since the synapse (ort more properly, the fine presynaptio terminal) is generally considered to be the purt of
a reflex arc most susceptible to fatigue (Patton, 1965) it was
anticipated that, if the LBl electrode effects were mediated
by means of a synaptic pathway more extensive than that
activated by the LR4 electrode, this would be manifest
especially at the higher stimulation frequenciea. Figure 5,
typical of the experiments in this series, suggests no such
differentiation between I1l:U and LR4.
Because some other experimental procedures in this
~tudy involved the use of 100 cps stimulation, it haa been
possible to compare responses to 20 and 100 e9s stimulations
at :iJlU and LR4 loci in a total o:f 16 animals. These results
a.re 11resentea. in table I, which shows the number of cases
in whioh the bradycardia response to 100 cps stimul~ition was
increased, decreased or unchanged in relation to 20 cps stimulation of the same point. These results were complicated
by a relatively strong skeletal motor response to 100 ops
stimulation, in approximately one third of the animals. A
further complication was the ooourrenoe of a strong or moderate
presser response during or after the 5 second stimulation.
This was seen in about half o:f the LRl stimulations, but in
only two instances at LR4.
It is evident that in only a few eases did the 100

TABLE I
Type and Frequency of Occurrence of
Bradycardia. Responses to 100 cps Stimulation
as Compared to Responses Evoked by 20 cps.
========.:.:======================================

Lateral
Electrode
Position
LRl

LR4

l

_____ __

Nunber of Cases

1

,,

Unchanced

Increased

Decreased

6

3

(2.7)

(lo8)

(2o3)

7

3

(3)

(1.3)

10
(2e8)

--

10

Values in parentheses ind:i.cate the average
value of the posterior (P) electrode
coordi1v~te in mm rostral to the obex.
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ops stimulation cause a reduction in response and, most
frequently the reaponae was unchanged from that evoked at
2o ops. Response increases were often substantial (as were
the decreases) and in many cases the rate measured during the
1 00 cps stimulation differed by 30 beats/min or more from that
In most individual animals,
111 easured dus.·ing 20 ope stimulation.
the response change at 1..1Rl was qualitatively different from
that in the same posterior plane at LR4, but no meaningful trend
was evident.
Electrode locations in the A-P axis ranged from 0.5
to 4 mm rostral to the obex. At LRl, the average position for
the electrode in those six cases in whioh the 100 cpa reer1on 8 e
was increased in relation to the 20 cps response was 2.7 mm
rostral to the obex. In the three oases of decreased response,
the average electrode position was 1.8 mm rostral to the obex,
and in the ten instances when the responses were the same, the
average position was 2. 3 mm in front of the obex. Correa.c'onding values at LR4 were 3 mm (7 cases), i.3 mm (3 cases) and
2.8 mm (10 cases), respectively. It appearu that a trend does
exist at 1 mm lateral to rnidline - that is, a rostrally placed
electrode would tend to produce a greater bradycardla at 100
cps, while the LRl electrode nearest "the obex would tend to
produce a stronger bradyoardia at the lower stimulation frequency, and an intermediate electrode would produce abou·t. the
same slowing at 20 or 100 cps. Further analysis of the data
does not completely support this relationship, however. A
total of seven stimulations at LR.1 were conducted within 0.5 to
l.5 mm of the obex and of these, only two exhibited a diminiehel
response to the lOOops stimulation.
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It is also seen in table 1 that electrode loci for
goth increased and unchangea. responses were e.:pproximately 3 mm
rostral to tne obex, while in three instances of decreased
res.fJOnse, the average electrode position was closer to the

ob ex.

The data from these frequency studies are of limited
valae in determining the nature of neural elements involved
in bradycardia responses. The tendency for 100 cps stlm.ulation to f·roduce preasor responses at LRl ie an additional
complication. With the exception of vol ta.gt studies, this
series is the only one in this stud.y in which en attempt has
been made to com.rare responses at a given point to two
funde.mentally different stimuli.
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Bilateral Carotid Occlusion.

The results of stimulation before and during BCO in
a series ot fifteen cats are shown in Tables IIA, IIB and III
for electrode positions at LRl and LR4, respectively. In
almost every instance both loci were tested in a given animal
with both electrodes in one of the posterior planes. In some
cases two ot the posterior planes were tested and, if qualitative differences were observed, duplicate entries have been
made. Most entries in these tables represent two or more
trials of a given point and sometimes testing was done at
various voltages. The nature of the response was not dependent on a change in adequate stimulus voltage. In a few
oases, a change in the type of response was observed as trials
were repeated. It the change.was repeatable. a du.al entry has
been made for the experiment in the tables. whereas if it was
seen but once, in relation to several consistent responses ot
another type, it was disregarded.
Prior to a discussion of the analysis of results,
it should be mentioned that the criterion of "change" in
response was defined as a difference in heart rate of 18
beats per minute or more. The minim.um change, in this definit
ion, is of borderline si~nifioance, but nevertheless such
small changes were seen consistently on a number of occasions
and are probably real regardless of their phyaiological importance.
As shown in Tables IIA, IIB and III, experiments
were categorized accordin&ly as BCO did or did not produce
tachycardia. These groups were further classified with
respect to the effect of BCO on the magnitude of stimulus-

Tables IIA and IIB; Effects of bilateral
carotid occlusion (BCO) on the response
to stimulation in the right medial (LRl)
and right lateral (LR4) medulla. .Experiments have been categorized accordingly as the BCO procedure increased (~ ),
decreased ci) or did not affect (-)
the degree of bradycardia; and also with
respect to the presence (!P) or absence
(~) of tachycardia following BCO.
Additional details in text.
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206
240
270
175
190
185
265
130

48
30
75

48
87
80
90
60

Ob ex

BP

(mm)

130

2
2

175
l,4
130

0.5

175

130

140
112
185

204

146

'

3,5
4
l
l

0.5

57+
67

60
78

156
168

100
115

60
78

168
180

190
130

2,4

-TP
f' !CA

70

54

216

100

73

212

115

0

1'TP

68

30

148

125

48

178

160

49

118

51

51

87
116

2,5

i-TA

180

80

235
170

142

92

140

'
'

1

4

:x.
8

s
s
I
s
I
I
I
I

s
s
I
I

s
s

Experiment Columns
* indicates pentobarbital anesthesia.
+ indicates similar results from 2 or 3 A-P electrode
loci.
~ indicates the deorea.ae in heart rate (beats per minute)
meaaured during the stimulation period.
HR • Pre-stimulation heart rate in beats per minute.
BP • .Pre-stimulation blood pressure in m.a.ffB.
Obex Column indicates the electrode position (in mm.) rostral
to obex.
X Column indicates the condition of the le~ vagus; I = intact.
S = sectioned.
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TABLE IIB

Effects of BOO on LR4 Responses.
=====~==========:======:=======

w.
BCO

L.i4

-

Control
Expt.

,_

-TA

/'\

B.P

HR

28
48*
50+
51

94

152

115
78

67+

84
60

160
240
180
175

69
70

71*
85

25

28
100
34

190
212
172

97

.~.

97

BP

160

1,2
158
175

107

124

130
80

68

170
236

28

184

115
100
100

115

Ob ex

HR

so 171

0
2

0.5,2.5

x
s
s
s
$
s

142
130

3,5
4
2
l

0.5

I
I
I
I

60

190

29

203
182

130
115
140

138

185

180

145

110
28

(mm)

4

130

119

179

107

100

150

100

100

170

190

4

s

100

114

264

115

1

I

ao

170
190

190
160

2
3

I

235

140

KEAN
-TP

57+

~TA

77

76

265

1' T.P

57+
68

60

150

100

42

150

125

78

-4TA

49
67+

135

235
168

118
110

51

84

-

66

168

125

l

1,3

s

s
s

Experiment Column:
* indicates pentobarbital anesthesia.
+ indicates similar results from 2 or 3 A-P electrode
loci •
.!:) indicates the decrease in heart rate (beats per minute)
measured during the stimulation period.
HR • .Pre-stimulation heart rate in beats per minute.
BP • Pre-stimUlation blood preasure in mm.Hg.
Obex Column indicates the electrode position (in mm.) rostral
to ol>ex.
X Column indicates the condition of the left vagus; I • intact
S • sectioned.
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eToked bradycardia, which was either enhanced, diminished or unchanged.
In the majority of oases, BCO had no effect on the
magnitude of bradycardia produced by stimulation. These groups
(-TA and -TP) illustrate a rather wide range of control heart
rates and varying degrees of slowing. Not shown are the results
ot various stimulation intensities in a single preparation;
the responses were qualitatively the same whether strong or
relatively mild degrees of slowin& were evoked.
Generally, BOO produoed moderate pressor responses,
although concomitant rate increases were mostly small even in
cases where control heart rate was relatively low.
The role of the vagi in determining the nature of the
response is not quite olea.r. In all but one instance of increased slowing during BCO (~~A and ~TP groupa) both vagi were
intact. However, both nerYes were also intact in nearly half
ot those experiments in which BCO was without efteot on vagal
bradycardia. The left vagus was not intact in those few instances when a decreased response to stimulation of central
Yagal structures was obtained.
~able IIA also indicates that the location of the
electrode in relation to the obez does not neoessaril7 correlate
with the type of response obtained. It is likely that the
region of the obex contains many relay fibers concerned with
cardiovascular reflexes (Crill and Reis, 1968) and it is
possible that the LB.l electrode within l to 2 lllll of the obex
will activate some solitary tract fibers. In two of the four
eases where the LIU electrode provoked a response during BCO
Which differed from the control response, the electrode was
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within l mm of the obex; in the other two experiments, however,
electrodes were 3 and 4 mm rostral to the obex. In four of the
eleven experiments where the response to LRl stimulation was
unaffected by BOO, the electrodes were within l mm of the
obex. In those few oases where two or three of the posterior
planes wi~re tested, the same type of response was usually obtained at each plane. Experiment 67 is an exception with
respect to the LR4 plane; testing at l and 3 mm rostral to the
obex at first showed the responses to be decreased du.ring BOO,
and later testing at 3 and 5 mm rostr~l to the level of the
obex si1owed responses to be unaffected by BCO.
Table III is a restate~ent of some of the results
shown more completely in Tables IlA and B, arranged accordingly
as BCO was without effect on the LRl response, or altered it.
In the eight experiments in which the LRl response was unchanged during .BOO, the L4 response was altered in three experiments, although in two ot these, the LR4 change was not
consistent in all trials. The LRl response was altered
(increased or decreased) in tour experiments, while in only
two of these animals was the LR4 response altered.
On the basia o'f these experiments, it is dif:fio11lt
to say conclusively whether the number of BOO-induced changes
at LlU was significant with respect to the number of changes
at LR4. Were it not tor the inconsistencies in experiments 57
and 67 at LR4, it could be &&.id that there is a slightly
greater incidence of BOO-induced change in response in the
LRl plane. It may be significant that in th~se two experiments
the responses at LR4 were unohanged at sites 4 and 5 mm
rostral to the level of the obex, but change did occur at 1

I'I

~ABLE

III

Summary of Effects of BCO
on Bradycardia Reaponses.

Ex:et.

LlU

LR4

28

-TA
-TA

-TA
-TA

-TP

-TA, 1' 1'P(20)
-TA, i· TA(-18)

50+
57+

67+
69
71*

77

85
68
70
49

51

-TA,-TP
-TA
-TP

-TA
-TA

~TP(l8)

-i-TA(l9)
tTA (-36~

,TA(-24

-TA
-TA
4'TA (38)
-TA
~TP(36)

-TA

~1TA(-84)

-TA

Thia table summarizes the results shown in Tables IIA
and B in which both LRl and LR4 were stimulated.
Symbols are as described in those tables. Values in
parentheses indioate the difference in control vs.
BCO bradycardia, in beats per minute for those instances in which BOO altered the response to stimulation.
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HR[~90

LR4

Control

BCO

Release

Figure 6, cat 68, 3 kg. Stimulation before and during BCO. Panel A: st1rmlation at LRl, Pl3 (3 m.m rostr3l to the obex) at about· the top surface of
the medulla. Panel B: stimulation at LR4, Pl3 at approximately the same
vertical level as the LRl electrode. From obove downward are shown time and
o·:ent mc.rker, blood r::'·.:JG~urtJ (mm Hg) and hoart; rato (beats/min.). Values
above time s1gnnl indic3to h9srt rate during corre~ponding periods. Event
markor below the time line ind:!.cates ~timulation. The pair of signals
above the time line indicate on~et and release of BCO.
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and 2 mm rostral to this level, while at 3 mm (experiment 67)
responses were both changed and unchanged. It is thus possible
that stimulation of afferent intramedullary vagal fibers may
have been involved at LR4 at the levels close to the obex,
although stimulation at this level did not always influence
responses.
It must be concluded that BCO can impose conditions
such that stimulation at both one and four mm to the right of
midline may elicit a changed response. A numbe~ of possible
mechanisms will be treated in the discussion.
Figure 6 illustrates the effect of BOO on stimulation
at Llll and LR4 at a level 3 mm rostral to the ooex. At both
electrode loci, BCO caused a distinct tachycardia and resulted
in an enhancement of the effect of stimulation. It is also
of interest that in the stimulation of LlU, during BCO, the
degree of enha.noement of bradyoardia is nearly exactly eqv.1valent to the degree of taohyoardia brought about by BCO.
Repetition of these stimulationa after both vagi had been
out was without effect on heart rate.
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APrtic and Vena Caval Oocluaion.
Results of experiments on the effect of aortic or
vena caval occlusion on brddycardia responses to medullary
stimulation are shown in tables IV A and B, and a typical
series of stimulations is shown in figures 7A and B. Figure
8 summarizes the results shown in these tables, tind ~resents
a comparison of the bradycardia responses before and during
occlusion of a great vessel. Reduction in heart rate (~c)
produced by a control stimulus is subtracted from the slowing
(.j 0 ) produced by an identical stimulation during occlusion,
and the resultant for each of a series of six experiments is
plotted in figure 8. A positive value for c.. 0 - /'., c indicates a
response during ooclusion that was stro:nger than the control
response.
It ia seen in figure a that, in the LRl series of
stimulations, ooclusion of the aorta caused a substantial
bradycardia increase in one of five experiments (oat 100) and
vena oava occlusion resulted in a pronounced reduction of
response in two of five experiments, 100 and 103. In all three
instancest the change was in the predicted direction; an increased response was observed with elevated pressure in the
carotid and aortic baroreoeptor areas, and a smaller response
was elicited when pressure in these regione was reduced. Two
relatively large response ohan&es were seen at the LR4 position
{both in experiment 10') and again were in the predicted
directions.
In addition, there were three instances of 12-beat
bradycardia differences at LR4. These are of borderline significance; one of these represents only 10% change from the

I

'I

I

Tables IV A and B show the heart rate
response to meduJ.lary stimuJ.ation at LRl
or LR4 before, during and a~er occlusion
ot the aorta (table IV A) or vena cava
(table IV B). In all cases, both electrodes
were in the same posterior plane, as indicated in the "Obex" column. Heart rate
and blood pressure measurements shown in
these tables were made immediately prior
to the 5 second stimulation period, and the
rate measured durins this stimulation was
subtracted from the control rate to give
the quantity 1, , a measure ot the slowing
produced by
stimulus. Recovery periods
of at least l - 2 minutes were interposed
between stimulations.

a

TJ.BLE IV A
Effeot of Aortic Occlusion
on Bradycardia Responses

·====·====··=·=-=========·
Expt.
94,

3 5
100 '

1'!Y:. 101 5
102

io3 4 •5
94 3

w

97 3
1003 •5
101
1025
10,4,5

Control
BP
Obex1 HR

~

Occlude
BP
HR

3.5 186 107 48 180 187

Time 2
D

44

20

90

25

85
73
83
72

58
50
56
54

162
122
126
144

107
117
100
118

54
54
48

20
50

3.5 178 113
l
144 72

60
66
120
45
26
36

177
144
162
102
120
156

183 60
145 54
106 108
125 46
108 24
1,1 54

20

'
'

0.5
0.5

''

0.5
0.5

172
122
144
156

180
102
140
162

91
87
82

90

20

,0
35
20
27
20

Reooveu
BP
HR

L\

180 112
174 96
116 72
150 87
159 83

48
96
48
54
51

174 117 62
138 72 60
175 91 115
138 72
174 82

24
30

lobex column indicates electrode position (in mm) rostral to
ob ex.
2Time column indicates delay (in seconds) between onset of
pressure ohallB• and onset of stimUlation.
3necamethon1wa has been administered in. these experiments.
4Pentobarbital anesthesia.
5Partial reflex recovery of blood pressure upon occlusion.

,,,,_.
TABLE IV B
Effect of Vena Cava Occlusion
on Bradyoardia Responses

=•============================
Control
Expt.

Ob ex1

HR

BP

~ime 2

Occlude
~

ReooTe!',l

BR

BP

~

186

69

48 25

186 107 48

186

36
70

180

92 54

182
104
160

58
62

45

180

40

44 20
52 55
18 23

166
104
140
174

97
82
8:5
90

180
144

63

150

75 54
96 l l l

HR

BP ,_'\

~

94 3
ioo 3 • 5

ioo3 ' 5
LlU

101
1025

4 5
103 '

~

943
3
97
ioo 3 • 5
101
5
102
io3 4 •5
4 5
103 '

3.5
3
3

'

0.5
0.5

3.5
l

3
3

0.5
0.5
0.5

180 107 48
177 83 57
174 102 62
102 77 45
135 83 52
168 90 50
186
138
183
104
138
170
164

107 69
72 60
96 12:.5
85 42
77 30
82

14

72

36

180
102

150
176
176

40

63
45

68 35
40 66 25
54 114 25
45 42 18
42 18 35
42 20 30
55 14 85

174
100

138
170
167

52
44
44
48

78 43
82 22
67 20
83 42

1obex column indicates electrode position (in mra) roatral to
obex.
2Time oolwan indicates delay (in seconds) between onset of
pressure change and onset of stimulation.
3Decamethoniwa bas been administered in these e~periments.
4Pentobarbital anesthesia.
5Retlex reooTery of blood pressure during ooclus1on.
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Figure 7A. Cat 101, ?.5 k:;. An ex~'mple of stimulation
at LRl and LR4 before and during occlusion of the thoracic
aorta. From above d0vnv0rd are sho~m time and event
marker (upper signal indicates occlusion, lower indicates
stimulation) blood :press·..u·e in :i:m Hg and heart rate in
beats/min. Heart .rate ccnmts are als0 s'.:-lcnm above the
time and evGnt r:n1·~:cr. HecovEry }:t-riods bet~,.;een 11 contr oln
and "occlusion" stimulations range from 90 to 165 seconds.
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Figure 7B. Same cat as in fisure ?A. An exanple of stimulation at LRl and LR4 before and during occlusion of
the inferior vena cava. H0art rate counts are shown
above the time and signal marker, and the tracings are
as described in figure ?A.
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control response. In all three oases, comparison with the
~ 08 tstimulation recovery response shows differences of seven
beats or less. This alteration of the recovery response was
also observed after the aortic ooeluaion for the LRl stimulatio
in experiment 100 (see table IV A).
Here, the heart rate was
reduced by 58 beats per minute during the control stimulation,
by 90 beats per minute when the stimulation was delivered
during aortic occlusion, and by 96 beats per minute when the
stimulus was applied 13~ seconds later, during the recovery
period. ~his might suggest a shift in response type, although
the following stimulation, applied after an additional 115
seconds, produced a slowing of 62 beats per minute. This
phenomenon, possibly a prolongation of vessel occlusion influences for a minute or longer after release of the snare,
was seen in a few other stimulations not shown in table IV.
These changes were seldom as great in magnitude as that shown
for experiment 100. When this unusual recovery was observed
during the course of the experiment, repetition of the stimulation showed that normal responses sometimes ooourred
within two minutes of release of occlusion.
This atypical type of response is reported as an
incidental observation, and no attempt was made to further
study it. It would appear, however, that in evaluating
responses evoked during occlusion, it is probably better to
compare them to stimuli applied before, rather than after
occlusion since in some cases, the effects of occlusion may
persist for one or two minutes.
Figure 8 shows that the LRl electrode was close to
the obex in only one of those two animals whose responses were
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Figure 8.This figure shows the difference ( 6 0 - 6.c) of control (6c) and great
vessel occlusion (6 0 ) responses to a constant stimulus at LR1 or LR4 for each
of the 6 experiments shown in tables IV A and B. In the obex column, between
the plotted values for each experiment, is shown the corresponding location
of t:1e LR1 and LR4 electrodes in mm rostral to the obex. Where the values of
6 0 and .t:..c are identical, an "X" has been entered on the ordinate, and in those
cases where repeated testing gave responses opposite in sign, both values
have been entered at the same position on the ordinate.
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influenced by occlusion. In the other experiment, the electrode
was approximately 3 mm rostral to it. Significant changes at
LR4 occurred in a single aniJDal and here the electrode was
o.5 mm rostral to the level of the obex. It is possible that
afferent vagal fibers from the aortic arch or other cardiovascular afferents were affected by this electrode in their
course through the medulla. In summary, great vessel occlusion
caused alteration in the response to LRl stimulation in two of
five animals, while the response at LR4 was altered in only one.
In some of the experiments indicated by footnote 5
in tables IV A and B, occlusion was accompanied by a strong
recover7 of blood pressure, sometimes accompanied by reflex
heart rate changes. It was sometimes necessary during these
occlusions to gradually tighten the snare in order to maintain
pressure at a constant level. In these experiments, however,
an exc•ssive degree of tightening was required for maintenance
of a constant pressure change. Even this procedure was not
capable of maintaining the pressure changes in some animals.
Fu.rthermore, it waa seen that rapid release of ooolusion in
these animals (eapeciall7 aortic ocoluaion) usually caused
an initial, strong excursion of pressure beyond the control
pressure level, suggesting moderate to strong reflex vascular
compensation, and relatively good reflex responsiveness.
However, in four animals in which BOO alone was done as a test
ot reflex excitability, there was a mean pressure increase of
18% and in no case was there a significant rate increase.
In all occlusion experiments, stimulation was repeated after section of the right vague. These stimulations
caused no decrease in heart rate. Thus it is clear that

TABLE V
Aortic Ocoluaion and Reflex Bradyeardia
Before and After Vagiseotion.

p;xpt.

Vague

Peak BP

End BP

Peak HR

End HR

I

L
-I

157

108

185

156

s

s

142

130

192

180

29
12

I

I

160

160

110

66

44

'I11ll

s

I

142

142

118

110

8

11:

I

l

172

142

170

140

30

s

I

157

125

165

150

15

R

100

"

Ii,
11
1,1;

I'

1,11

101

103

1111

111:

Table V illustrates the result of aortic ooolusion procedures
(without electrical stimulation) before and after vagiseetion
in order to evaluate the role of the vagi in reflex responses
to aortic oocluaion. Shown are the heart rate (HR) and blood
pressure {BP, in mm Hg) at the oneet {Peak) of occlusion and
just prior to release of occlusion (End) after approximately
one half minute. Vagua columns indicate the condition of the
ri&ht and left vague, intact (I) or sectioned (S) and the
delta column indicates the difference in heart rates as
measured at the beginning and end of oooluaion.
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bradycardia responses were uncomplicated by sympa.thoinhibitory
effects. The only significant pressure change evoked by these
stimulations was a 35 mm Hg rise in pressure produced by the
LR4 electrode in experiment 103.
In three experimen·ts the aortic occlusion procedure
was repeated after vagisection to determine the role of the
vague in the reflex response to occlusion. Results are shown
in table v. Vagisection sharply reduoed ooapensatory bradyoardia to levels of borderline significance. Bilateral vagotomy in experiment 100 strongly reduced re.flex pressure change,
but right vagiseetion in experiment 103 was virtually without
effect on vascular oompensation during aortic occlusion.
These testing procedures were done at the end of
the experiment; comparison of table V with table IV A shows
that, in general, these final test procedurea involved more
complete aortic oooluaion than th.at employed during electrical
stimulation procedures. It was intended to avoid the productiot
of excessive pressures du.ring the course of atimulation
procedures since overdistention might have had an adverse e~fec1
on the heart and great vessels. Also, as expected, the larger
pressure increases tended to vroduce a more pronounced refl'ex
bradyoardia. Two types of reflex bradyoardia were aeen. One
developed slowly and sradually increased durin& the course of
occlusion. In the other a relatively stron& bradyoardia, such
as that of experiment 101 in table v, occurred within a few
second~ of the pressure peak.
This latter type of bra.dyoardia
was generally seen only with higher peak: pressures (greater
than those attained in stimulation testing) and may be related
to the magnitude of pressure increase, the rate of pressure
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1ncrease, an alteration in cardiac sensitivity to efferent
vagal activity or some combination of these factors.
The occurrence of retlex bradyoardia at higher
aortic occlusion ~ressures is further confirmation of the
prefar&tions' responsiveness. Although aortic occlusions
performed for the purpose of stimulation testing were apparently not always of sufficient magnitude to evoke reflex slowing,
it seems reasonable to consider these occlusions •subthreshold" in nature and appropriate to the testing purposes in-

volved here.
Cardioacceleration following vena cava oocl~sion was
observed less frequen1ly than reflex responses to aortic
occlusion, and was of leaser magnitude since most of the
"control" pressure values in table IV B are in the range of
70 to 85 mm Hg. fhis is not surprising in view o~ the generally held opinion that the carotid sinus does not function at
mean pressures less than about 60 mm Hg.
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Post Stimulation Bra.dyoard.1a.
In approximately one-third of more than

60 experi-

ments in which exploration was carried out at LRl and LR4, a
response to stimulation was observed which involved a relatively prolonged post stimulation bradycardia (PSBC}. This
form of bradyoardia was repeatable in a reactive preparation,
although a change in electrode position frequently abolished
it. In nearly every instance, the electrode which elicited
PBBC was in the LRl plane, within one mm of the obex and close
to the dorsal surface ot the medulla. In a few instanoea,
PSBC was obt~ined at sites further roatral to the obex and was
sometimes seen at two LRl loci. However, in every animal in
which PSBO was observed, normal bradycardia and recovery were
also recorded, often at other LRl loci. In five experiments,
PSBC was also elicited at LR4. These responses were not as
consistent in their occurrence as the J.;Rl responses, a.nd were
seldom repeatable.
PSBC wa.s produced most readily by 100 cps stimulation
and was usually accompanied by a moderate to strong pressor
response. Figure 9 (panel B) shows PSBC following 100 cps
stimulation at the level of the obex and is atypical in that
a pressor response is absent. Normal slowing was observed
2 mm rostral to this electrode (Ianel A) although later in the
experiment, PSBC was also obtained at this electrode. Figures
10 and 12A show more typical PSBO responses to 100 cps stimulation. In some experiments, PSBC was produced by 20 cps
stimulation (figure 11) and in these experiments 100 cps was
also effective.
The PSBO was frequently aooompe.nied by a stimulus-
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Fic.:;ure 9. Cut 91, 2.5 kg. An cxa,'1ple of post-Btimulation
brt... dyc:.:trci.ia. In each .fA:u1el, .t'.c·Jm a.bove dc·:m'r;;~rd, are shown
tLrn and :3ie;nal ma.rke::, blood i.;reGsure ~-tnd heart r<de.
l'anel _A;
sti1.rn1lr1tior:. at .P 11, J,Rl, V-7.5 (3 c~m routral to obex) shows
stii~ulus-bound slo;dng and ordinary recovery.
Fanel B; sti:i:ulation at P 13, LR 1, V-7.5 shows sti"i:ulus-botmd slowing and
a recovery phase that is fSL'eatly prolonged.
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pressor response of varying ma.gnitwle, but this kind
of response baa been observed both with and without a rise in
;1ood pressure. ~uch an experiment ia shown in figure 10, in
which progressive reduction of voltage substantially reduced
pressor response while PaBO was still evident (although insignificant at 3.s volts).
It is seen in figure 9 that PSBC follows a stimulusbound slowing, although in moat oases PBBC involved a greater
reduction in rate than that provoked during stimulation, in
addition to a proloJl8ed recovery. .Another type of response has
been observed, in which the heart rate is unchanged or slightly
elevated during stimulation. Shortly after cessation of
stimulation, the Pa.BO reaponae occurs (figure 11, Llll stimulation). Thia pattern was 001111.only seen when the atiaul.ation
produced a preesor response.
Because of the many instances in which PSBO has
followed a stiaul.aa-eTOked presaor response, especially with
100 ops stimulation, and since stronger stimulation resulting
in greater presaure inoreaaea ia accompanied by greater PSBC,
it is important to determine whether or not this phenomenon is
simply ref'lex in natare and dependent only on the increase in
pressure. The finding that FSBC oan be elicited in eome
animals ~rom the region of the obex in the absence ot a presaor
reaponae supports the proposal that PSBO can be a se,l*rate
entity. SeTeral other observations are consistent with this
idea.
In a few cases where FSBC :was associated with a
preasor response, the reactive point was teated at various
Voltages. Weaker intensities producing no pressure change
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Figure 10. Cat 92, 4 kg. Effect of reduced stimulus voltage on PSBC
associated with a pressor response. This stimulating electrode was visually
positioned at the level of the obex after partial remo-val of the cerebellum,
2 m:n lateral to m~dline and approximately 0.5 mm below the surface of the
medulla. Stimulation frequency was 100 cps and the voltage (v) is indicated
for each stimulation.
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were usually followed by either a brief arrhythmia (eviden;
in the preaa\ll"e tracing aa a small number of irregular beats)
or an attenuated ?SBO, as aeen in figure 10. A 5.4 volt,
100 ops stimulation reaul ted in a strong presaor response
(aoeompan1ed b7 some stim.ul.u.a-bound. slowing) and distinct
Pd.ilC. The .PSBO was atill present at 4.4 volts, while the
pressor response was barely evident. weaker stimulati.on
(3.8 volts} had no ap1>arent et"tect on blood pressure, but a
small poat-stiaulation bradyoardia persisted. Thus, these
fiudin,gs sapport the fact tilat .P.3.BC is at least i;.artially
independent ot an increase in blood pressure.
Figure 10 also shows that the rate irregularity
evident during the stronger stimulations is not produced by
the 4.4 volt stimulus although PSBC ie still quite apparent.
It is possible that separate mechaniama are involved here,
w1 th the threshold for stimulus-bound el owing at l<l»O cps bet weer
4.4 and 5 volte in this experiment. Stimulation of this point
~t 4.8 volts and 20 opa prodaoed a modest f'SBC (intensity
~bout +l) with a 15 mm Hg pressure increase and no rate change
during st1mul~tion.
ln one experiment in wniob ~BBC was associated
with a strong stimulus-bound preasor response, the latter
was abolished by dorsal quadriaeotion ot the lower medulla
caudal to tt1e stimulating electrode. Although control blood
pressure was reduced, the stimulation subsequently produced
.i:"SBC with a negligible preasor component.
Figure 11 illuatratee PSBC associated with a
~reesor response (LRl stimulation) while a compj.rable presaor
response at LR4 is not associated with PSBC. lt baa been
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Figure 11. Cat 57, 2.5 kg. An example of PSBC after 20 cps st1mulatio~.
accompanied by a presser response. Prolonged stimulation at LR 4 produc~.s a
pressor response nearly as great as that seen at LR l but without any bradyc~rqia.
The LR 1 electrode, at the level of the obex, is on the dorsal surface of the medulla. The left vagus is cut in this preparation; stimulus
intensity is 7 volts.
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previously mentioned that LR4 pressor responses were relatively infrequent in relation to those at LRl; nevertheless,
there are several experiments in the PSBO aeries in which
pressor responses here were seen independently of PSBC.
BCO provides another means of attaining increased
systemic pressure, and in a number of experiments in which BOO
was suddenly released, bradyoardia accompanied recovery in only
two instances, and in these cases this was not observed until
the later part of the experiment with systolic pressure during
BCO in the range of 200 mm Hg. As a rule, recovery from the
_i:)ressor res pons ea to .i3CO did not involve significant bradycardia but was quite similar to the recovery shown in figure
l2A, panel B.
As a means of further evaluating the role of the
oarot id sinus ·oaroaensory reflex in relation to PSBC, stimulation which produced PSBC was repeated during ~CO in eight
animals. In three of these the contra.lateral vagus was
sectioned, and BOO regularly abolished .es:sc. .However, on a
number of occasions after electrical stimul~tion during BOO,
a prolonged slowing similar to PSBC appeared when occlusion was
released. This occurred at pressures relatively low in relation to those normally required to produce such distinct
bradycardia through simple reflex mechanisms. This pattern was
s~ggestive of an effect that outlasted the stimul~tion by 15
seconds or more. In numerous tests on the five oats with both
vagi intact, PSBC was abolished only occasionally. Figure 12 A
is somewhat atypical and shows the nearly complete removal of
PSBC during BCO with vagi intact although there is evidence of
some skipped beats in the poststimulation veriod. Bote that
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2.5 kg. Effect of BCO on PSBC. Panel A shows PSBC
following a 4.5 volt, 100 cps stimulation at LRl just below the surface of
the medulla and 1 mm rostral to the obex. Panel B shows the presser response
to BCO (released at "off") and panel C illustrates virtual absence of
stimulus evoked PSBC in the presence of BCO. Time marker at 1 and 5 sec

Figure 12 A. Cat 89,

1nterval8.
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8 timulua-bound

bradycardia is unaffected by BOO, and only
slight bra.dycardia follows release of occlusion. Subsequent
testing showed BCO was no longer completely effective in
abolishing PSBC and in a few instances, PSBC was seen following
BOO release when occlusion resulted in a particularly large
pressor response. In most cats with intact vagi, PSBC was
either unaffected or only partially reduced by BCO.
Al 10hough these BCO reaul·ts au.pport the view that
barosensory elements are involved in ?SBC, its oocurrenoe in
the absence of any presaor response, aa in figure 9, and oth~r
relevant findings di~ouased above caution against a simple explanation. Since it h~s been ooserved in some experiments that
BCO or stimulus-evoked pres.~or responses do not in themselves
necessarily result in ~SBC, but that BCO may inhibit this response it is possible that the barosansory mechaniem(s) may be
sensitized by the stimulation which resQlte in FSBC. This
would explain the usual :failure of press or res ponaes elioi ted
by me~ns other than LlU stimulation to evoke PSBO as part of
the compensatory mechanism, and is strongly suppoz·ted by the
finding that, when aortic arch receptors are partly eliminated
by contralateral vagisection, protection of carotid barosensory
areaa from a rise in pressure eliminates .PS.BC. Furthermore,
PS.BO was soraetimes deferred until BCO release.
It is poasible
that the nature ot this sensitization may involve oompensatory
mechanisms effected by rate a:i.teration'3, or may specifically
enhanoe bradycardia re fl ex m.eobanisius. Certainly one cannot
neglect the possible role of the central connections of carotid
and aortic bodies especially siI.1.ce aome PSBC responses were
accompanied by a stimulus bound pressor respol'l.se combined with.
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t>ro.dyoa.rdia..

Interaction between stimUlation of a PSBC locus ~nd
BCO responses is shown in figu.re 12.a. '.the stimulating electr
was ,positioned at the site wbich evoked t.he PSBC of :figure 12A.
Reduction of voltage to a level having no obvious effect on
control presuure or rate (panel A) and no effect during ECO
(1Janel .a) we.a nevartneleas ca.pable of reducing the BCC renex
if occlusion was applied du.ring a prolonged stimultation of thia

p:.:>int. Attenuation of the .ilCv ,t1reaaor reflex may be due to
sensitization of the aortic barooeptor retlex or inhibition of
the BOO reflex.
ThJ.s may be mediated by the medial reticular
formation. lt .lo also ;.1oanible that this veak stimulus does
not activate those el1iu11en'lia re$pOnldible tor .fJJJlC and has its
effect on tne D~O response by an entirely different mechanism.
It iu obviou.s that the preceding disouasion has not
considered all possibilitiea involved in 1->:>BO as related to
.JC(;; rue.ny possibilities do exist, and the very nature of our

observations precludes any more than tentative suggestions as
to the meoh&.nism involved in i~BC. However, from the evidence
1;resented it appears t.ba.t 1'3BC is not a. peripheral vage.l
.tinenomenon, out is the 1·eault of specific brain stem otimulation in a region de•i&nated by many investisatore ae a central
point for barooeptor reflexes. Larger preeaor responses enh~nce ?J~C, but since stimulation of this region in certain
cases reeults in . PSBC in tbe absence of a preasor response,
tbis phenomenon is not a simple baroaenaory reflex to a
stimulus-induced presuure rise. The prolonged nature of PSBC,
and its appearance only after ~CO relsase suggests a prolon&ed central discharge and possibly a polysynaptia pathway.
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Figure 12 B. Interaction 'Jf weak stimulation of an active point and
BCO response. Electrode is at same locus as in figure 12A but stimulus
intensity has been reduced t'J 3 volts. Panel A shows a control stimulation, 'B illustrates stimulation during BCO which was applied 65 sec
earlier; release of occlusion is indicated by "off". Panel C illustrates
an attenuated BCO response during a weak electrical stimulation of the
nedulla (sh:.Ji,,m by a const.'.lnt stimulus marker} and panel D shows· a control
BLO response. Tir1e marker at land 5 sec intervals.
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However, it is possible to rule out a long, ascending pathway
since PSBC was seen in aniaals after mid or post-eollicular
transection. fhe presence of normally recovering bradycardia
evoked from other loci largerly eliminates the possibility ot
inadequate acetyloholine destruction at the periphery.
Sympathoinhibition can be ruled out since in tour
experiments, PSBC was abolished by vagisection. Although PSBC
was observed in some animals which had been Beabutalized, in
three animals PSBC was abolished by intravenous Ieabutal at a
dose ot 5 mg/kg. This suggests blockage ot a polyaynaptic
circuit, especially since evoked preasor responses were only
slightly affected, but it is difficult to evaluate the role ot
baroceptive reflexes since Nembutal administration caused a
substantial drop in control blood pressure. A given pressor
response would be expected to have a less potent effect through
barosensory mechanisms at reduced control pressure.
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-Brain StemConsideration has been given to the possibilities
~ransection.

a) that stimulus evoked bradyoardia produced in the medulla
was mediated by pa.thways projecting roatral to the medulla;
b) that if L.Rl responses are in fact due to stimulation of NTS
mechanisms, these in turn might be subject to influences from
higher levels and thus subject to change after brain stem
transect ion.
In eight cats, the brain stem was transected at the
mid-collicular level using a blunt knife. ~his procedure resulted in a transient hypertension followed by a prolonged
hypotension and prolonged bradycardia. Responses after this
procedure were equivocal; usually points which produced bradycardia prior to transeotion were subsequently depressed or
inactive. Some of these were at LlU, others at LR4, and sometimes neither was responsive. In other cases, LIU and/or LR4
electrodes produced slowing comparable to that seen during
control periods. No distinct pattern with regard to medial
versus lateral electrode loci waa evident. QUantitation was
diftioult since post transection heart rate and blood pressure
were usually changed; :furthermore, knife tranaection usually
causes the brain stem to separate at this level by a few mm and
there is the possibility of a slight shift in electrode-brain
stem relationship. This would be especially important when the
electrode tips were positioned close to the dorsal medullary
surface.
Because of the possible shortcomings of this method,
electrolytic transection was carried out in a series of five
cata at the level of the pontomedullary junction after a aeries

I,,
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of control stimulations had been done. Thie was accomplished
by inserting a bank of three electrodes into the brain stem,
positioned l, 3 and 5 mm lateral to the midline, between 6 and
8 mm posterior to the interaural reference. Radiofrequenoy
current waa passed through each electrode for a period of from
45 to 90 seconds, and the bank was moved up from the ventral
part of the brain stem in 2 mm steps after each series of
lesions was completed. When the entire side of the brain stem
had been thus destroyed the procedure was repeated on the
opposite side. The entire procedure usually required 60 to 90
minutes. Postmortem examination of the fixed brain stems revealed extensive regions of tissue destruction. Visible evidence of damage was not, however, contiguous from one electrode
tract to the next. Thus it is not known whether transection
was complete, and it is possible that some f'u.nctional fiber
groups may have traversed the level of tranaeotion.
Previously reactive looi were tested at various
intervals for periods as long as two hours after tranaeotion.
Removal and replacement of stimulating electrode banks, which
was necessary tor placement ot the transecting banks of
electrodes, showed responses to be accurately reproduced; this
is, however, possible source ot error when it ia desired to
make quantitative comparisons of bradyoardia. For this reason,
after replacement of the stimulating electrodes at previously
reactive points, stimulation was often applied at various
levels arowid these loci.
Responses to electrical stimulation at LRl and LR4
are shown in table VI. In four of the five animals, posttransection bradycardia responses were generally decreased

TABLE VI
Effect of Electrolytic Transeotion at the Level
of the Pontomedullary Junction on
Bra.dyoardia Responses to Stimulation.

Cardiac slowing, beats/min*

~pt.

LRl

Transected

Control

100

78

90
38
68

106
24

1,2
86

155
90

Control
58
76
80
81
82

ME.AB

LR!

fransected
90

78
56
21

146

80
48
172

147

79

102

78

39

*In some oases these values were obtained at
vertical loci others than those from which
•control" responses were obtained.

r
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(in most instances by 10 to 30%} both at L.Rl and ·1R4.
Responses were increased in one animal at Lil. by 25% and unchanged or decreased at LR4. ln most oats, two antero-posterior
ievels were stiml.llated, so the general fillding of depressed
bradycardia was substantiated at four looi in most animals.
Designation of a deoreaaed response does not necessarily imply
a response from the identical vertical ooord1na~e, but rather
relates the maximum. bradycardia response that was obtained
after exploration. Thus, after tranaection, bradyoardia as
great as the control bra.dycardia waa rarely seen at any location.
With one exception, heart rate after transaction was
close to the control rate, and in all instances blood pressure
was only slightly lower than levels prior to transeotion.
A larger number of electrolytic transections might
provide more confidence for quantitative comparisons if a
rigorous exploration waa conducted before and after this procedure. However, since the general trend of theae five animals
indicated that transaction produeed. a general depression at
LRl aa well as LB.4, it appeared that either the experimental
approach or the technique would not provide a basis for differentiation and no further experiments of this typ• were carried
out.
~

' ' 'i
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J?entobarbital Administration.

King, Naquet and Magoun {1957) among others have suggested that the mechanism of action of barbiturates is by blockade of polysynaptic pathways. Thus, if bradycardia responses
in the present experiments were largely due to afferent or int ernuncial elements of oardiovascular reflex area, it was reasoned that pentobar•ital might interfere with these responses.
In a series of eight animals, intravenous pentobarbital (10 mg/kg or one or more doses ot 5 mg/kg) was administered, usually towards the end of the experiment. The
effect of pentobarbital on bradycardia responses is shown in
figure VII. QUantitative comparison of reactive sites at LRl
and LR4 was made from responses immediately prior to and following drug administration. Seven of these animals showed a reduced bradyoardia response after pentobarbital. Ordinarily,
responses of +2 or +3 intensity were diminished by 0.5 to 1.5.
In instances where several doses of the drug were given, bradycardia was sometimes completely abolished. Pentobarbital
always caused a mild to moderate fall in blood pressure and
frequently reduced heart rate.
On the basis of these experiments it is not possible
to suggest any trend in response changes which would differentiate LRl from LR4 responses. It is possible that the depressant aotion of pentobarbital is entirely a peripheral effect 1
as suggested by Koppanyi, Dillie and Linegar (19,5). Furthermore, Kerr and Dunlop (1954) have claimed that central vagal
pa.thW3.ys serving respiration, despite their multineuronal
character, are highly resistant to blockade. On the other hand,
Nakazato and Ohga (1966) studied evoked responses in the cat

r
TABLE VII
Efteot of Small Doses ot Pentobarbital
on Bradyoardia Responses.

=·=·==•==============···=======-===--·
Cardiac slowing, beats/min

Expt.

LR4

LlU

43
44*
58

Pentoba.rb.

Control

105

90

60
66
30
81

30

120
60

24

98
40
90
51

30
48
21
40
42
50
30

77

45

88

64
30

12
81
18
24
18

MEAN

60

37

59
63
67
85

51

*

.Pent oba.rb •

control

rentobar~ital

anesthesia.

63
96

105

98
vagus after central stimulation of the oontralateral vagus,
sflanohnio or sciatic nerve. They reported that pentobarbital,
15 mg/kg, abolished moat components of vagal responses.
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curare Administrati&!!.
Peiss and Manning (1959) have suggested th.at d-tuboourarine has a speci!io action to inhibit bradyoardia responses
following electrical stimulation of DYi'. They r\11.ed out a site
of action at peripheral vs.gal ganglia or at the 1117ooardium since
the dosages emplo7ed were without effect on the response to
stimulation of the peripheral vague. On the basis of their
suggestion, we sought to determine whether curare administration might enable a differentiation between LRl and LR4 responses
In a series of eight cats, after the electrodes had
been positioned at suitably reactive points, testing was repeated after tne administration of d-tubocurarine, 100 or 150
mog/kg. via the right carotid artery. Almost without exception, L.B.l and LR4 responses of +l to +3 intensity were decreased by approximately equal degrees aa shown in table VIII.
In several instances a single dose of curare was not effective
in blocking bradyoardia and one or more additional doses had
to be given to obtain this effect. It is not known whether
this is due to a biologic variability within the animals
tested, differences among the batches of curare used, or aome
other factor or factors. Serial stimulation in several animals has shown the time course of recovery from the curare
effect to be of the order of 15 to 30 minutes. However, LRl
and LR4 responses appeared to recover equally.
The statement of Peiss and Manning (1959) that this
blockade effect is not manifest in the presence of strong
bradycardia has been confirmed. In our experiments, it was
observed that strong bradycardia (+4 intensity) was unaffected
by a dose of curare which reduced weaker responses at other

r---~---------.
TABLE VIII

Etteot of Curare on Bradyoardia Responses.

--========:-=======================•=====
Cardiac slowing, bea:ts/m.in.

Expt.

Oontrol

43

90
60

54

55
58
59
61
70
90

~

51
39

Curare

Control

.!!.M

Curare

24
14
15

90

18

90
120

51
78

18
21
48
24

66
90
60

,,

69

48
48
21

42
120
48
75

45

90

60

06

26

110

45

MEAN

% Depression

61

59

I

'', I
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1Rl and LR4 electrodes in the same animal.
The original finding of Peiss and Manning (1959)
with relation to DVN susceptibility to curare might suggest
that this effect was due to the blockade of central synapses
if their bradycardia was, in fact, due to stimulation of ITS
elements. However, the consistent finding that LR4 responses
were equally blocked by curare negates this argument unless it
is assumed that all LR4 responses are also due to afferent
stimulation.

l
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Vagotom:r.
Most of the animals in these studies were tested to
ascertain that evoked slowing was mediated entirely by the
ipsilateral vagus. In a total of 23 animals with the left
vagus cut, one or more active sites were tested at LRl (17
animals) and/or L.R4 (21 animals) after section of the remaining vagus. In no instance was bradyoardia produced at a
previously active site after bilateral vagotomy, even when
testing was done at increased stimulus intensit7. One or more
active sites at eaoh plane were tested before and after right
vagiseotion in a series of ten animals with the left vagus intact. In one of these, the bradyoardia response survived
ipsilateral vagisection although it was markedly attenuated.
It was produced at an LRl site which also evoked a pressor
response and PSBC. Strong stimulation of this locus atter
section of the left vagus resulted in a pressor response
accompanied by a modest oardioacoeleration. In three experiments in which reactive sites were studied in preparations
with both vagi intact, section of the left (contralateral)
vague was without effect on bradycardia.
Stimulation of loci giving bradyca.rdia rarely
caused oardioacoeleration after right vagotomy, and in the
majority of oases produaed no ohange in pressure exclusive
of that due to slowing. In a few instances depressor responses were seen after ipsilateral vagotomy, and pressor responses sometimes occurred, especially with 100 ops stimulation.

CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION

j

The literature review has pointed out the anatomical
complexity of oentral vagal relationahips, whereby numerous
neural systems are related to Tagal nuclei, and conversely,
vagal fibers bave been traced to many parts of the central
nervous system not or~inarily associated with this nerve. This
complexity is prooably understated in relation to the information which might be obtained if the oonnections of secondary and higher neurons could be readily traced. Furthermore,
a review of the early lite1·ature has shown the inability of
conventional a.natomioa.l techniques to definitely establish the
role of DVN in relation to cardiac fibers; it is evident that
current controversy regarding the role cf DVJi in relation to
vagal cardiac fibers dates back to 'the last century. Modern
technological advances t~ve probaDly been best employed in relation to this problem by Calares~ and ¥earoe (1965a) with
their measurement of eleotrical activity ot DVN units. It is
possible, however. t.nat th~ir stimulation technique, which
failed to elicit slowing from DVlT, was overly refined. Al thougl:
their electrodes evoked appropriate aotivi~y when positioned
in the hypogloasal nucleus (Calaresu and Pearce, 19650) its
cells are considerably larger than those of DVN. Dradyoard1a
was obtained b7 these workers after llPl1S stimulation; cells in
this nucleus are comparable in size to those of DVN, but it is
conceivable that stimulation of even a very few NTS fibers
103
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would produce discharge in a relatively large number of
efferents because of the polysynaptio nature of NTS iathways.
It was largely on the basis of these latter considerations that the present experiments were t.mdertaken. The
use of relatively large electrodes was considered mandatory if
the failure to obtain slowing with more d1acrete stimulation
(Calaresu and Pearce, l965b) was due to inadequate activation
of a number of fibers sufficient to produce bradycardia. Because the larger electrode necessarily activates a greater
volume of nervous tissue, its use is probably complicated by
a number of factors relating to the anatomical arrangement of
vagal nuclei. These will be briefly summarized.
The fifth cranial nerve may constitute an important
afferent path in the production of reflex bradycardia under
certain conditions. Hunt {1899) cited a statement by Tigerstedt that afferent stimulation of this nerve can produce
slowing of the heart. Brodie and Russel (1900) attributed the
bradycardia following chemical irritation of nasal mucous membranes to an afferent path along the nasal branch of the trigeminal nerve. Allen (1934-35) reported a similar role of the
fifth nerve but claimed that eympathoinhibition was largely
responsible for bradycardiat although his use of barbital
anesthesia may nave strongly depressed va.gal responsiveness.
Andersen (1966) has recently suggested that the trigeminal is
a major afferent pathway for diving bradyoardia in the duck,
possibly serving chemoreoeptors in the nasal area. Butler and
Jones (1968), however, suggested that areas innervated by the
ninth and tenth nerves are of primary importance in this regard.
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Since medullary stimulation may involve sensory
11athways, consideration must be given to the role of rostral
structures, since they may affect vagal activity or actually
mediate bradycardia. ln the present experiments, the
possibility that either electrode bank produced slowing by a
path which relayed through rostral areas is unlikely, especially in view of the transect ion experiment:! described above. It
is possible, however, that bradycardia resulted from stimulation of ~athways iescendi.ng from higher cardiovascular centers.
Glasser (1962) su.e;gested that portions of the pons influence
medul.lary cardiovascular activity in a fashion similar to
pontine modulation of respiration.
It is possible to elicit bradycardia and other .IRrasympathetic effects by stimulation of the anterior hypothalamus. Wang and Ranson (1941) reported bradyoardia produced by
stimu.lation of tae vreoptic region, although some slowing persisted after vagotomy. Crosby and Woodburne (1951) described
the dorsal longitu<linal fasoiculus (DLF) as a "series of
periventrioular e.acending and descending fa.soicules from the
~reoptic and hypothalamic levels to the caudal end of the
br&instem". The DLF is in proximity to DVI:I and has interconnections with it ae well as ~Ts. Crosby and Woodburne
(1951) sugg~sted that this fathway meQiates hypothalamic outflow to the parasympe..theiic system and may thus mediate the
parasym~athetic ~!fects

described by Wang and Ranson (1941).
Cheatham and Matzke (1966) also desoribed apiarse connections
between the hypothalamus and DVN on the basis of Naata studies
following hypothalamic lesions. The pathway described,
however, was in the reticular formation, in which they ob-
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served diffuse degeneration.
Numerous authors have traced at least some vagal
fibers to the reticular formation. ~he work of Crill and Reis
(1968) is of particular significanoe since they described reticular formation input from the carotid sinus nerve. One
might surmise that these fibers subserve cardiovascular adjustments that are mediated by the reticular formation. The
precise stimulation experiments of Kovalev and Bondarev (1962/3
lend support to the idea that parts of the reticular formation
may be related to cardiovascular adjustments in a highly
specific fashion. The work o! Chai, Mu and Brobeck (1965) also
implicated the lateral reticular formation, although it is
difficult to understand why thermal stimulation produced ipsilateral vagal slowing while electrical stimulation at the same
point did not.
Other studies have shown th&.t appropriate afferent.
stimulation ot a peripheral nerve, suoh as the sciatic, sollietimes interfered with efferent vagal activity (McDowall, 1931
and Iriuobi~ima and .tumada, 1964). The type of fil>ers involved
and their central relationships remain obscure. Akert and
Gernandt (1962) deaoribed a hierarchy of competitive influences
converging on vagal nuclei; respiratory center activity nas
priority in the determination of vagal outflow, followed by
vestibular and limbic activity, vagal afferent and trigemirJ.S.l
afferent impulses in that order. These authors defined this
blockade as an ocoluaion phenomenon. Furthermore, they cited
preTious studies which indicated tba.t vestioular effects on
the cardiovaaoular system are rather weak.
It is eTident that the LRl electrode, placed in or
near DVN', may also stimulate elements of NTB. Its possible
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activation constitutes an important ooaplioation of LRl
stimulation. Other structures which may be importantly influenced by the stimulating electrode include the dorsal longitudinal fascioulus, the medial reticular formation and the
genu of NA. Windle (1933), in his desription of NA, suggested
that in the adult eat the genu may not be present to the extent
that is seen during development; migration may leave only
remnants of the genu close to DVN.
Electrode placements at LR4, intended to stimulate
either NA or vagal efferent fibers, may also have stimulated
c~rdiovascular afferents destined for NTS.
Other possible
complications include the nucleus and tract of the fifth nerve,
as well as the lateral reticular formation.
Little can be said
about the cardiac efferents re;Jorted to be in the bulbar
accossor-1 nerve (Sperti and Xamin, 1960) if indeed they should
be treated separately from the vagus in this context.
In spite of the anatomical complexities, the studies
reported here have used relatively large stimulating electrodes
:for the reasons ou·tlined above. dinoe most ot the nearby
nervous structures which might also give rise to bradycardia
are involved in oardiovasoular reflexes, consideration has been
given to the possibility that their responses might be so
identified on this basis.
Sherrington (1929) summarized his findings with
regard to act iv~·:; ion of skeletal motor ret'l.exee. It was shown
tli&.t appropriate stimuli, applied simultaneously, might produce
a response greater th.an their sum when applied individually
beoause of oen~ral summation of subliminally excited fields.
overlap of these fields was likely to activate neurons which
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had been only weakly excited by a single stimulus; the possi.bility o! occlusion wa.s also recognized.
In this instance,

there is an overlap of neurons activated by either stimulus
g,nd the net response when two appropriate points are simultaneously stimulated is less than the sum of responses to
individual stimulations.
It seems reaoonaole to speculate that cardiovascular
reflexes are in this sense similar to somatic reflexes - that
is, activity in a group of afferents which leads to the firing
of cardiovascular efferer..t e n1ie:ht & l so produce a "peripheral"
pool of subliminally stimulated and/or inhibited efferents
(or i.nternuncib.ls). Under these altered conditions, the respor:se to e..n electricp,l stin:ulation should be char.i.ged to the
extent that its subliminal fringe overlaps neurons with
appropriately changed thresholds. If the electrode :primarily
active.tes pregar.glionio re.ther than a.f'ferent or internuncial
fibers, modification of the threshold of cardiovascular reflexes (by .BCO, for example) should hs.ve little or no effect
on the response to electrical stimulation.
There is ample precedent for the proposal that
cardiovascular reflexes are subject to summation phenomena.
In addition to studies mentioned abov~, those of Bach (1952)
l'Tout, Goote and Down.man (1964) Reis and Cuenod (1965) and
Raiciulescu. and Bittman (1966) have specifically shown that
stimulation of the reticular formation influences cardiovascular reflexeu, and inhibition of the BCO reflex by means of
the ventromedial reticul~r formation was observed by several
groups. Ba.ccelli, Guazzi and Libretti (1965) described the
interaction of preasoreceptive and chemoceptive reflexes with
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diencephalic rage meohanisms, and suggested that the central

excitatory state may be an important determinant of the size
and magnitude of autonomic reactions, although it is probably
often obscured by anesthesia.
Hoff, Breckenridge and Spencer (1952) also implicated
the reticular formation and suggested that it and pontine
structures serve to integrate vagal reflexes. Gellhorn's well
known •autonomic tuning" (1957) may also be a manifestation of
summation phenomena in the autonomic nervous system. Indeed,
he has demonstrated (1960) both siatial and temporal summation
for the sympathetic system although in the parasympathetic
system, temporal summation was rarely seen. Scott and Reed
(1955) described vagal facilitation and occlusion effects while
comparing stimulation of the right or left carotid sinus region
(by manipulation) with simultaneous stimulation of both carotids. Samonina and Udelnov (1964) have also demonstrated
summation effects in the frog. Mild distension of the bladder
and/or stomach enhanced a siaple bradycardia response to an
extent greater than that predicted on the basis of addition of
the individually applied responses.
Hilton (1966) stated that enhancement of cardiovascular reflexes after various procedures may represent a general
(rather than cardiovascular specific) alteration of autonomic
reactivity. Furthermore, he suggested that the pressor component of the rage response may be effected largely by an inhibition of carotid sinus pressoreceptor reactivity, possibly
triggered by ohemooeptors.
One of the most readily available procedures for
alteration of cardiovascular homeostasis is BCO, and comparison
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was made of responses evoked before and during ooclusion.
A prominent complication is that the pressor response to BOO is
opposed by aortic arch receptors. It has been pointed out that
in the dog (Gliok and Covell, 1968) and rabbit (Alexander and
DeCuir, 1963) aortic receptors are of equal or greater importance compared to those in the carotid sinus in the control
of heart rate. Glick and Covell (1968) also reported that when
opposite changes were simultaneously imposed on the two areas,
the regular response was cardiac slowing. It was further s1ated
that in no instance did changes in carotid sinus pressures
affect heart rate more than comparable changes in the aortic
arch.
Because of the possibility of species differences,
these considerations can be applied to the cat only with some
reservation. Section of the left vagus should eliminate aome
aortic arch afferents, but in most of these animals the response elicited during BCO was unchanged from the control responae. In the cases where responses in unilaterally vagotoaizec
animals were changed, these were (with one exception) altered
in the direction ~redicted on the basis of the carotid sinus as
the predominant sensory region. ln the majority of animals
with both vagi intact, ECO was without effect on evoked bradycardia. The few changes which were observed were all augmented
bradycardia responses. Although small in number, these
changes are consistent with the proposal that with intact vagi,
aortic arch receptors may exert influences on central barosensory elements eqUlil to or greater than those elicited from
carotid sinus receptors.
It is difficult to appraise the role of the carotid
·bodies, except to state that their anoxia would provoke brady-
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cardia responses (MaoLeod and Scott, 1964), perhaps aocoapa.nied
by presaor responses. .Prolonged occlusion did not result in
responses to stimulation that were in any way different from
those evoked after normal occlusion periods. This argues against
the importance of cumulative anoxic effects in the brain and
carotid bodies as manifest in the bradycardia response to
stimulation. In the present studies the effects of anoxia
which might have occurred during the first 15 seconds of
ooclusion have not been evaluated.
Neil, Redwood and Schweitzer (1949) claimed that
chloralose (but not pentobarbital) usually inhibits the carotid sinas barosensory mechanism in the cat but not in the
rabbit or dog. However, Douglas hnd Schumann (1956) presented
evidence indicating the presence of two types of barosensory
fibers in the carotid sinus nerve, and did not substantiate
all the findings of Neil's group (1949). Bergmann and Rosenblum {1968) recently presented evidence of two types of
pressure receptor in the carotid sinus, in support of the
finding of Douglas and Schumann (1956).
In the present BCO experiments it is readily
apparent (see fable III) that in most oases BCO was without
effect on the magnitude of evoked responses. It is possible
that in those animals with both vagi intact, the failure of
BOO to influence bradyoardia responses was due to an exact
balance between aortic arch and opposing carotid sinus influences. rt is unlikely that this was the case in every
instance since responses in most of the left vagotomized animals were also unaffected by BOO. The more reasonable
possibility appe~rs to be that responses were unchanged
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because a suitable pool of subliminally altered neurons was
not present distal to the stimulating electrode. , This, in
turn, could indicate either that evoked bradycardia was
mediated by neurons in a pathway that was unaffected by BOO
or that the involved fibers were vaga.l preganglionics, i.e.
neurons of the final common pathway. AlthoUB}l these experiments do not permit a distinction between the last two possibilities, the abundance of cardiovascular relays in the region
of the LRl electrode favors the likelihood that if synaptic
mechanisms are involved in bradycardia, these will be affected
by BCO.
Response changes at LR4 were seen nearly as often
as at LRl; the most likely explanation is that these LR4
responses were due to the stimulation of intramedlll.lary sensory
fibers, probably from the ninth or tenth cranial nerves.
Since response changes at LR4 did not necessarily ooour in
cats showing LRl changes, it is neither probable that changes
were due to some peripheral effect, nor that they represented
a generalized alteration of individual animals' responses
due to BCO.
~he use of great vessel occlusion as a conditioning
procedu.re eliminates a ma.j or complexity inherent in the :aco
procedure in that pressure changes in the two prineipal barosensory regions are in the same direction. In addition, the
alteration of pressure can be graded at will. Nevertheless,
other complications may arise, notably as a result of stretch
receptors known to be present in the heart and great vessels
and classically manifest in the Bainbridge reflex. It is
also possible that changes in the pulmonary vascular bed
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following occlusion of the aorta or vena cava might give rise
to activity in cardiovascular afferent fibers. However,
Kinnison and associates {1965) reported that in the dog, reduction of pulmonary arterial pressure caused only respiratory
changes and had no effect on heart rate. It is also possible
t.bat distension of the heart may alter myocardial response to
a given neural or humoral stimulus. Moreover, Goetz (1965)
suggested that there are intrinsic cardiac reflexes whereby a
moderate increase in right heart pressure caused an increase
in rate while further pressure increase caused a fall in rate.
These effects were independent of vagotomy and sympathetic
blockade.
Because of these considerations, occlusion procedures
were conducted in a conservative fashion as described above.
Drastic pressure excursions were not produced until the end of
experiments in which it was desired to evaluate pure reflex
responses in the absence of electrical stimulation. Perhaps
because of this precaution, it would appear that alteration in
myocardial responsiveness and/or intrinsic cardiac reflexes
did not occur as a result of the occlusion procedures; however,
if these changes did occur, they should be of equal importance
in the LRl and LR4 trials (since occlusion was always of comparable magnitude) and thus cancel each other in relation to
LlU - LR4 comparisons.
It is likely that vascular occlusion procedures gave
rise to afferent cardiovascular input over a number of pathways. In light of the small magnitude or absence of rate
changes in most cats at the height of ooolusion, the pressure
stimuli can be desoribed as of threshold or subthreahold in-
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tensity in relation to reflex bradyoardia. According to
Samonina and Udelnov (1964) who described vagal subliminal
fringe summation effects in the frog, weak stimuli are best
suited to the demonstration of these phenomena.
Results of experiments in which control responses
were compared to those evoked during aortic occlusion are
consonant with findings obtained in the BOO series. In
most cases, an imposed alteration of blood pressure - whether
an increase or decrease - had no effect on the bradycardia
produced by electrical stimulation. In two animals, bradycardia changes occurred as a result of occlusion. These were
in directions predicted on the basis of the change in blood
pressure and are consistent with the proposal that response
reinforcement was due to recruitment ot neurons in a subliminal fringe which had undergone threshold alteration as a result of the pressure change. Many of the considerations which
were presented in relation to the BCO experiments are
applicable to the great vessel occlusion experiments as well.
On this basis, it is proposed that those electrode placements
which do not show response changes during occlusion probably
signify stimulation of the vaga.l final common pa.thway.
There are numerous descriptions in the literature
of post stimulation slowing which appears to be quite similar
to the PSBC described in our results. In most cases, these
responses have followed stimulation of preoptic and/or
anterior hypotha.l&.mic regions {Wang and Ranson, 1941; Gellhorn 1
1959 and 1960a az~d b; Sperti, Midrio and Xamin 1962). The
latter group attributed this effect to the ipeilateral vagus.
Manning and Cotton (1963) also evoked a post stimulation
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slowing from the midbrain reticular formation which was
usually manifest as a relatively prolonged arrhythmia. This
was abolished by vagotomy, out was also abolished by stellate
ganglionectomy. Buryak (1964) claimed that stimulation of
vagal nuclei disturbed coronary circulation and led to arrhythmias, but presented no evidence for this statement. Calaresu
and ~earoe (l965b) described a "olight, late cardiac slowing"
as the only bradyoardia observed when DVN w~s strongly stimulated in an attempt to produce slowing. Since these stimuli
produced hypertension, it w~s reasoned that the slowing was
induced reflexively from baroreceptor areas. Varma (1966)
readily evoked bra.dyoardia from the region of DVN and reported
that slowing "lasted in some prefQrationa up to 10 seconds
after the stimulation had been stopped." .Most of his cats had
been pretreated with reserpine.
The report of Manning and Cotton (1963) suggested
that the observed arrhythmia resulted from a simultaneous
barrage of sympathetic and pa.1·asympathetic impulses on the
heart. This cannot fully explain our findings since PSBC was
seen in the absence of any apparent sympathetic outfiow.
Electrocardiographic recordings were made in only one PSBC
experiment. These indicated that ~SBC could occur as a sinus
rhythm, although in some instances, there were bouts of ventricular rhythm; spontaneous conversion to sinus rhythm did not
necessarily abolish PSBC, however.
It appears that a PSBC response indicates involvement
of NTS fibers, or perhaps related afferents. The slow recovery from PSBC suggests a prolonged discharge or reverberating circuit. Sherrington (1929) stated that stimulation of
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afferents may provoke repetitive discharge, and Anderson and
Berry (1956) and Crill and Reis (1968) have both presented
evidence of polysynaptic mechanisms in NTS on the basis o!
afferent electrical stimulation of the ninth and tenth cranial
nerves. Moreover, McDowall (1931) and Wechsler and Pace (1968)
reported prolonged slowine; after afferent vagal stimulation.
The occurrence of stimulus-bound slowing together with an
evoked pressor response in some PSBC responses suggests a
chemoreceptor pathway, and is not unlike changes seen in the
diving response.
On the basis of the occurrence of PSBC, it is concluded that NTS excitation is involved in some, but not all
instances of evoked bradycardia. Although it was seen in
about ono third of sll, ex:;eriments, this may be an underestimation of its frequency of occurrence since 100 cps stimulation was usually more effective in producing PSBC but was
not used in all experiments. In twenty experiments in which
100 cps stimulation was employed (sometimes evoking pressor
responses at LRl without PSBC) PSBC was observed in nine
cases.
On the basis of vascular occlusion experimsnts and
the occurrence of PSBC, it appears that a distinction can be
made between responses mediated by polyaynaptic paths and those
produced by an uncomplicated path, presumably the final common
pathway. Occlusion experiments, pa.rticula1•ly those employing
BOO, may fail to demonstrate significant cha~es in evoked
responses if subliminal pool alterations are of inadequate
magnitude. In this respeot, PSBC appears to be a more reliable
indicator of the inoidenoe of bradyoardia due to stimulation
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of polysynaptic paths.
The experiments of Varma (1966) are of special significance in relation to bradyoardia evoked from the dorsal
medulla and to tlle role ot synaptic as opposed to possible preganglionic mediation. His main objective was to characterize
the central nervous system transmitter ·that might be involved
in vagal bradycardia relays. Following decerebration, cerebellectomy and high s~in.a.l transeotiont the dorsal medulla was
explored with a small stimulating electrode. Sites producing
bradycardia were tested before and after the local application.
of various dru;;s to the medulla. Local atropine markedly reduced or abolished evoked slowing in eight preparations, but
had little or no effect in six others. Phyaostigmine or neostigmine application potentiated bradycardia responses to stimulation in fourteen of sixteen experiments. Atropine interacted with these drugs in an antagonistic fashion. Locally
applied hexamethonium was effective in blocking the br~dycardia
response in only two of seven preparations; the quantity of
drug may not have been adequate, but it is also possible that
oentral synapses are less sensitive to this agent than peripheral ones.
Varma (1966) verified tha.t the locally applied
substances did not affect vagal responses at the periphery,
but said little with regard to the limitations of his method
which might be imposed by diffusion processes. Nevertheless,
his final conclusion is that vagal bradyoardia evoked by medullary stimulation may be mediated by a central synaptic pathway (with acetyloholine as the transmitter) or by stimulation
of the final common pathway (preau.mably DVN). Thia nicely
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compliments our :findings; however, it is diffical·t to quanti-

tatively reconcile 'Var1'1a 's (1966) antioholineaterase data with

his atropine :findir.lgs and also with our general results. His
anticholinestera.se experimants suggest that nearly all reeponsea are mediated by cholinergic synapses in the region of
the electrode. Results of his studies in which atropine was
employed, aa ~dell as our findings, indicate that central
synapses are involved in a considerably smaller number of

responses.
Perhaps the most perplexing of our findings involved

the observation which we ha-ve termed reversal.

A dramatic
example of this is shown in the explorations of figure 3. In
instances in which extensive ex1Jloration was not UL.dertaken,
reversal

v:~s

sometimes obl::fc'rved in a small numb\Dr of sites,

usually in the LIU J;la.ne.

In other animals, the tendency for

l>radycardia res,ponses to be of greater magnitude as the experiment ,Jrogressed w.:i,e l roba.bly also a manifestation of thie
phenon;enon.

It ia well recognized that an inversion of response
may be iiroduced by su.1 table choice ot st imu.lus 1J8.rameters,
especially frequency (Dou.glas snd Schumann, 1956). Samonina
and Udelnov (1S·65) claimed that vagal aotivi ty is capable of
increasiri.e:. or

decreasin~

fibers activated.

heart rate de];iending on the number of

However, the type of inversion related to

variation of stimulus parameters ia probably due to stimulation
of fw:ct:.0~12,lJ..:: djf!'nre21t groups of fibers and thus unlike the
reversal we have encountered.
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Ma.ny ot the studies mentioned in the earlier i;art
of this discussion illustrate the wide variety of influences
which may influence vagal aotivity and responses. Gellhorn'a
tuning phenomenon might be closely allied to reversal. He has
shown, for example, that stimulation of a given point in the
hypothalamus can provoke a pressor or a depressor response,
depending on the level of systemic blood pressure during drug
induced pressure changes (Gellhorn, 1960b and 1964). Tuning
hae also been established when the conditioning procedure was
central stimulation of a mixed nerve {Gellhorn, 1960b) and
Iriuohijima and Kumada (1963) have shown that afferent stimulation of the dog sciatic nerve may inhibit tonic and reflex
vagal activity, as does pentobarbital. Gellhorn also pointed
o~t (1960b) that the level of anesthesia may be an important
determinant o! tuning. However, MoDowall (1931) claimed that,
in spite o:f adequate anesthesia., the initial surgical preparation for an experiment produces a sym~thetic discharge
which endures for 30 minutes to an hour and which inhibits
cardioinhibitory but not depressor responses. From their
description of methods, Gunn and associates (1968) appe.rently
have applied a relatively small number of DVN stimulations in
each cat. A reversal effect might account for their failure
to elicit slowing from the oat DVN, although it was evoked from
NTS and NA, as well as from the dog DVN.
Mc.Dowall (1931) also stated that bradycardia responses are more readily obtained in some oats than others, and
that these cats are most frequently encountered in winter and
autumn but not in early spring. It is thus possible that
seasonal variation (or some other factor which determines this)
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may account for failure to obtain bradyoardia responses from
DVN. However, in relation to the work of Gunn et al. (1968)
it is then difficult to explain the slowing obtained from other
nuclei in the same animal. In our experience, there have been
two or three occasions over the course ot more than two years
when a nwn·ber of poorly responsive animals have been encountere1
in consecutive experiments. It is unknown whether this represented aome form of seasonal variation or a diseased state
prevailing in a group of cats. r;o attempt was made to categorize experiments according to season sinoe some oats were
obtained locally but others came from a different part of the
country and climatic differences would probably o·bscure
seasonal effects.
Consideration was given to tae possibility that abnormal ventilation might influence vagal responses and perhaps result in reversal. Published r~ports on the relationship
between ventilation are in many c~ses contradictory. Young
and associates (1951) stated th.at h.ypercapnia and reduced pH
enhance the cardiac e:f'tect of cervical vs.gal stimulation, but
this effect is inhibited by ooncomitant hypoxia. Mohamed and
associates (1961) claimed that both hy~ercapnia and .hy~oxia
enhanced vagal effects on the heart.
During the course of our experiments, care was taken
to maintain adequate ventilation as jadged by tne mainte~nce
of normal blood pressure. On a few oocasions, ventilation
was increased and/or decreased for varying periods in normally
responsive animals and in those which were considered poorly
responsive. .Although quantitative response c.na~es were
sometimes seen, these were not produced in a reg~lar fashion,
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and on the baaia of our experiments it is not possible to
generalize with regard to the effects of ventilation on
evoked vagal responses. However, it can be aaid that excessive
under - or overventilation for ~eriods of five minutes or more
did not produce qualit:,, ~ive changes aimi.lar to those seen in
reversal.
There are many possible causes for reversal. ln
most of the preaent e1perimenta it was not seen in a drama.tic
fashion but often as a gradual ohar..ge from mild to stronger
respo:ases over the cou.rse of a t!.;.ree hour study. In some
oases, however, exploration revealed little or no activ1•y
initially, with an increase in responsiveness after subsequent
testing; LRl placements gave tltis type of response more often
than LR4 plaeements.
lt r.ia.s not been possible to determine
the cause of reversal, but it may bear some relationship to
the failure of some workers to obtain alowin& from DVN.
Analysis of' the com~rative threshold a-tu.dies at
LP..l and 1R4 must be done with oau.tioua &.ppreciation of the
drawbacks inherent in the technique of electrical stimulation.
Th&re may be important differences in brain tissue characteristics at each locus; ~\lrthermore, different results may
simply reflect electrode placements relative to active elements
Differences in inJ.ividual eleet.rodea could also acoount for
app.j.rent t!1reshold differences, but this is not likely in the
present experiments since interchanging LRl and ~R4 electrode
b~nks in a few experiments did not change thct observation that,
for a i:J;iven stiululu.a voltage, LlU responses were weaker t.han
L.R4 responses. It is also possible that L.iil responses were
weaker simply beoau.se tllese electrodes were oonsiatently
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further awa1 from responsive elements tnan was the LR4 bank.

However, exploration in a plane closer to LR4 (i.e., LR2}
rarely produced responses that were markedly greater than
those seen at LRl. This ls evident in figure l, which also
su.t>stantiatea the statement re8arcting LlU and LH.4 response
magnitude.
In sp1 t e of the agreement between the voltagethreshold findings and toe results of exploration, only limited
conclusions can be drawn regarding the thresholds of the
neural elements involved. 1'.hese results may simply indicate
that afferent and/or efferent neu.rons responsible tor bradyoardia are relatively grouped at LR4 but dispersed at LRl.
Since fi.gu.re 1 indicates a reactive ••pathway"
across the medulla, it ia possible that this ft:jl.thway re~resents the genu of NA rather than efferents from DVN.
However, if Windle (1933) was correct in stating that ttle
genu of NA migrates ventrolaterally away from UVN in the
adlll t, and these :fibers mediate bradycard.ia, Ll\2 electrode
placements should more readily elicit slowing. Since this
was usu.ally not the case, and oeoallae responses as s~ecific
as that in figure 2 were sometimes seen, it ap~ears that
LIU bradycardia cannot be attributed entirely to the genu of
NA.
We farther conclude that some, but by no means all
bradycardia responses at LRl oan be attributed to »VM. It
ap~ears that bradycardia resulting from NTS stimulation can
often be attributed to a polysynaptic pi.thway especially
with 100 ops stimulation which appears to be the more effective
way of producing PSBC. This, in turn, ia probably the best
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criterion of an NTS (or other) polysynaptic response. It is
conceivable that extensive study of individual animals to find
the optimum level of jtst subthreshold great vessel occlusion
in each case would more readily illustrate the facilitatory
and inhibitory effects described above. In this manner, it
might be possible to obtain closer agreement with regard to
the incidence of NTS stimulation as revealed by the presence
of l:'SBC.
On the basis of LR4 threshold voltage observations,
as well as the exploration studies, we cannot exclude the
possibility that NA (as well as DVN) gives rise to vaga.l cardiac
fibers. Although not consistent with generally accepted
anatomical teaching, it is a reasonable possibility on the
basis of Sperti and I.amin's (1960) report with regard to the
role of the eleventh nerve in bradycardia responses {although
they cite DVN as the origin of its cardiac fibers).
If our observations with regard to thresholds at the
two nuclei are valid expressions of a physiological difference,
the threshold difference may be i:artly related to the small
size of DVN cells in relation to those in NA. Since aell body
sizes probably reflect the relative diameter of their axons,
the conflicting findings with regard to the diameter of
efferent vagal fibers to the heart may simply be due to the
presence of both large and small diameter cardiac efferents.
The report of Heinbeoker and Bishop (1935-6} that an increase
in intensity of vagal stimulation to activate C fibers in the
cat increased the bradycardia attributed to B fibers by only
ten per cent does not necessarily reflect their importance
when they are physiologically activated. This is especially
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so if these C fibers are sometimes functionally activated
independently of B fibers.
The failure of Calaresu and Pearce (1965b) to elicit
slowing from DVN is probably due to their failure to stimulate
an adequate number of cardiac fibers because of the small size
of their bipolar electrodes, whioh were spa.ced '00 micra apart.
Unless reversal effects were prominently involved
in the cat experiments of Gunn's group (1968) it is difficult
to reconoile their findings with those of the present experiments. Their electrodes were slightly smaller than ours (26
gauge needle compared to our 22 gauge needle) but stimulus
parameters were otherwise comparable. Their maximum stimulus
intensity was 9 volts; in our experiments, the most reactive
points routinely gave moderate to strong slowing with a 4 to 5
volt stimulus. It is remotely possible that their stimuli were
just subthreshold for cat DVN cells but adequate for the larger
DVN cells in the dog.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Although it is commonly understood that the dorsal
vagal nucleus (DVN) is the origin of vagal cardiac efferents,
a study of the literature indicates continuing dispute on this
point for more than a century. Several recent studies using
a variety of techniques have cast additional doubt on the role
of DVN in the cat. In some cases, nucleus ambiguus (NA) was
im11licated as the origin of cardiac efferents. It has also
been proposed that, in instances when electrical stimulation
in the region of DVN resulted in bradycardia, the slowing was
actually due to stimulation of cardiovascular reflex arcs in
the nearby nucleus and tractus solitarius (NTs).
In the present study carried out on 73 cats, responses to stimulation in the region of DVN and a lateral area
near NA (and the emergent vagal rootlets) were compared before
and during various physiologioal testing procedures. Blood
pressure changes were accomplished by bilateral carotid occlusion or occlusion of the abdominal aorta or inferior vena cava.
It was reasoned that such obanges would activate cardiovascular
reflexes and cause a~propriate changes in subliminal fringe
neuron pools. If bradyeardia was effected by electrical
stimulation of NTS elements, alterations in the subliminal
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fringe area should be manifest by an a.J>propriate change in

stimulus evoked bradycardia. However, if slowing resulted
from stimul~tion of vagal preganglionios, blood pressure
alterations should have little if any effect.
The following observations and conclusions have
been made:
1. Distinct bradycardia responses were obtained from
the region of DVN, altnough in some oases this was not manifest until a given ~lane wad explored two or more times. This
apparent reversal may explain the failure of some investi~satora to obtain slowing from this region.
2. Great vessel occlusion or BCO was usually without
effect on stimulus-evoked bradycardia, but predicted changes
in response were seen in other instances.
3. In approximately one third of all experiments,
stimulation near the obex resulted in an wiusual bradyoardia,
with a slow reoovery suggestive of a prolonged discharge.
This was often accompanied by a stimulus bound pressor response,
and maximum slowing usually occurred after the end of stimulation. These responses may also indicate NTS stimulation,
perhaps involving chemoreceptor .i;a.thways.
4. The anatomical proximity of DVN and ~TS has complicated previous studies of the role of these nuclei in
bradycardia responses tu .::rtimu.lation. Our experiments indicate that the DVN does supply vagal efferent fibers to the
heart in the cat.
5. The testing procedures used in this study have
enabled us to attribute some bradycardia responses to NTS.
6. The role of NA as an additional source of vagal

r
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cardiac efferents cannot be ruled out. Consideration has been
given to the possibility that ooth DVN and NA supply efferent
cardiac fibers of two different sizes.
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